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BJRGDC’s Spoorthi is a mirror of our college life. It reflects the literary, educational and
sports activities going on in the college. The young writers get an excellent opportunity
to display their talent. Essays, short stories, poems, informative articles are written by
students and are published in this magazine. Students and staff achievements have
also been presented in this e-magazine which will be a motivational factor for everyone
to achieve the standard of excellence.

In order to bring out our students’ unfiltered talent, the Editorial Board has focussed
more on encouraging the creative side of our students and less on editing the content.
Hope the readers appreciate Spoorthi and the Editorial Board thanks its team, faculty
and students for their support.

Note: All articles will be screened by the editorial board, and may be subject to alterations, etc as deemed
by them. Right to publish any contribution is reserved, and the decision of the Editorial Board will be final.



Principal’s Message

It gives me immense pleasure to present the 2019-2020 issue of
‘Spoorthi’, our college’s e-magazine. The e-magazine brings out the annual
official student-staff articles of Babu Jagjivan Ram Government Degree College,
Narayanaguda, Hyderabad. I appreciate and applaud the college staff that has
relentlessly worked together in bringing out this meaningful e-magazine, besides
providing a comprehensive report on various activities of the college.

While continuing to provide the best education possible, BJR GDC is a
platform for nurturing creativity and inspiring innovation. We strive towards
transforming our students into rational thinkers, competent workers, law-abiding
citizens and spiritually enlightened individuals. BJR GDC provides our students
with a carefully planned mix of curricular and co-curricular activities such as
seminars, workshops, cultural events, sports, literary events in bringing out their
all round hidden talents. I believe this magazine inspires our students to not just
excel in studies, but also in every single endeavour that they choose to do.

I congratulate the staff and all the students who used various mediums of
expression to present their ideas, and wish this tradition will be carried through
by the following generations of students to come.

Dr. P. Bala Bhaskar
Chief Editor & Principal,
BJR Govt Degree College
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Editorial

The college magazine is a platform for self expression as well as, a journal that records
the achievements of the college.

The volume provides a valuable outlet for the creative energies of our students in more
than one language. Their creative ideas are best expressed in written form as Francis
Bacon, the essayist firmly believed that - “Reading maketh a full man; conference a
ready man and writing an exact man.”

Likewise, the colored photographs highlight the cultural and other activities like NSS
and sports events which contribute to the all round development of students.

Another special feature of the magazine is a write up, informing the reader that our
college has gone for NAAC, an inevitable exercise, which asserts our commitment to
further improve the quality of education being imparted.

Our strength lies in the fact that we represent all the shades in the college, with a
promise of bringing out a more inspired and much improved volume the coming year.

Dr. T. Rajashekhar
Department of English
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Article on Online Education

K.Arun Naik
B.A. H.E.P.A
2nd Year

One of the most used terms after the pandemic is ‘the new normal’. The new normal in education is
the increased use of online learning tools. The covid-19 pandemic has triggered new ways of
learning. all around the world, educational institutions are looking towards online learning platforms to
continue with the process of educating students. The new normal now is a transformed concept of
education with online learning at the core of this transformation. Today, Digital learning has emerged
as a necessary resource for students and schools all over the world. For many educational
institutions, this is an entirely new way of education that they have to adopt. Online learning is now
applicable not just to the academics but it also extends to extra curricular activities as well. In recent
times, the demand for online learning has risen significantly and this trend will further continue. As
with most teaching methods, online learning has its own set of positives and negatives. Decoding and
understanding these will help institutes in creating strategies for more efficient learning.

Advantages of online learning:

1. Efficiency:
Online learning offers teachers and efficient way to deliver lessons to students. It has a number of
tools such as PDFs, podcasts and teachers can use all these tools as a part of their lessons. By
extending the lesson plan beyond traditional textbooks include online resources, teachers are able to
become more efficient educators.

2. Accessibility of time and pace: 
Another advantage of online education is that it allows students to attend classes from any location of
their choice. It also allows schools to reach out to a more extensive network of students, instead of
being restricted by geographical boundaries. Additionally, online lectures can be recorded, archived
and shared for future references. This allows the students to access the learning material at a time of
their comfort.

3. Affordability:
Online learning reduces financial costs. The online education is far more affordable than compared to
classroom teaching. This is because online learning eliminates the cost points of students
transportation, males etc. Additionally all the study materials are available online thus creating a
paperless learning environment.

4. Suits a variety of learning styles:
Every student has different learning journey and a different learning style. Some students are visual
learners, while some students prefer to learn through the audio. Similarly some students thrive in class
and others, who are solo learners, get distracted by large groups. The online learning system with its
range of options and resources can be personalised in many ways. It is the best way to create a
perfect learning environment suited to the needs of each student.



Disadvantages of online learning:

1. Inability to focus:
For many students one of the biggest challenges of online learning is struggling with focusing on the
screen for longer periods of time. With online learning, there is also a greater chance for students to be
easily distracted by social media or other websites. Therefore it is imperative for their teachers keep
their online classes engaging, short and interactive to help students focus on the lesson.

2. Technology issues:
Another key challenge of online learning is the internet connectivity. While internet penetration has
grown in leaps and bounds over the past few years, in smaller cities and towns, a consistent internet
connection for both students or teachers is a challenge which can hamper the continuity of learning
process.

3. Sense of Isolation:
Students can learn a lot of things in the company of peers. However, in an online class there is
minimal physical interaction between students and teachers. This often results in sense of isolation for
students. In this situation, it is imperative that the school allows for other forms of communication
between the students, peers, teachers. This can include online messages, emails and video
conferencing that will allow for face-to-face interaction and reduce sense of isolation.

4. Teacher training:
Online learning requires teachers to have a basic understanding of how to use the digital forms of
learning. However, this is not the case always. Very often, teachers have a very basic understanding of
technology. Sometimes, they don't even have the necessary resources and tools to conduct online
classes. To combat this, it is important for schools to invest in training teachers with latest
technological updates so that they can conduct their online classes smoothly and seamlessly.

Online classes is a boon to us during the pandemic, but it has some pros and cons. Technological
advancement leads to betterment of life, but handling the same is one of the biggest and important
tasks.



11 Habits of Successful Women

C. Nikitha
1070-17-402-011
B.com III year

1. She makes time for herself

2. She challenges herself

3. She educates herself

4. She understands guilt, acknowledges it and moves on

5. She knows healthy doesn’t always mean going to gym

6. She is financially savvy

7. She smiles

8. She can step away from her job and have a life outside of the workplace

9. She sets goals for herself and methods for keeping a track of them

10. She celebrates win, both big and small

11. She helps others through selfless acts of kindness



Disputing Article 370 of the Constitution of India

O.Karthik
M. Dinesh
K. Koteshwar

History:
In October 1947, the then Maharaja of Kashmir, Raja Hari Singh, held meetings with Indian Prime
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and signed an instrument of accession that specified three subjects (foreign
affairs, defence, communications) on which Jammu and Kashmir would transfer its power to the
government of India.

It is a turmoil, timeline dispute between India and Pakistan along with the passing time. It is a dispute
where thousands of Indians soldiers shed blood, martyred and millions suffered physically and billions
were affected. War between two nations was a routine treaty. Kashmir Valley, which had to be a tourist
spot, has become a tensed corridor equipped with arms and ammunition. This led to Indo-Pak and
Indo-China wars in 1965, 1971 and 1999. We lost a significant piece of land in Kashmir, Pakistan
occupied Kashmir. Since then, the borders are in the line of control with the first line of defence (BSF).

Article 370-special status to Jammu and Kashmir
Article 370 of the Indian Constitution gives special status to Jammu and Kashmir. Kashmir has been a
subject of dispute between India, Pakistan and China since 1949. Article 370 confers J&K the power to
have a separate Constitution, state flag and autonomy over internal administration. Article 370 along
with article 35(A) defined that J&K’s residents will have separate rules, regulations and laws.

No applicability of Indian laws in J&K:
Due to the special powers exercised by J&K, the applicability of Indian laws are very meager in this
disputed state. The citizens here have dual citizenship - right to have citizenship in their own state and
in India. J&K is the only state incharge of making policies (framing, interpreting and implementing).
Article 370 (financial emergency) of India is not applicable to J&K state. There are no reservations for
minorities (SCs and STs) here. The citizens of India from other states cannot buy or sell land or
property in J&K. Right to Information (RTI) of india is not applicable.

Revoking Article 370:
On 5th Aug, 2019, President Ramnath Kovind issued a constitutional order superseding the 1954
order and making all the provisions of the indian constitution applicable to J&K based on the resolution
passed in both the houses of Indian Parliament with 2/3rd majority. Following the resolution on 6th
August declaring all the clauses of Article 370 except clause 1 to be in operative.

Change of Status: J&K:
The home minister of India, Amit Shah introduced the J&K Reorganization Bill, 2019 in the Rajya
Sabha to convert J&K status of a state to two separate union territories, namely Union Territory of J&K
and Union Territory of Ladakh. The reorganization was implemented on 31st October 2019. From now,
buying and selling of land and properties, trade , commerce, economy, and other such activities are
accessible.



Conclusion:
From now every citizen of Jammu and Kashmir has equal opportunities, access and status like other
citizens of India.

How do we define and measure Success?

G. Sumalatha
B.Sc 1st year
AN.B.Z

“The value of our life does not depend on the place we occupy. It depends on the way we occupy that
place.” - Thérèse of Lisieux

Defining success may be the most important decision we make as God’s people. Measure it comes a
close second because what we measure communicates what we value. How leaders define and
measure success gives form and direction to all aspects of ministry. It shapes the culture that follows
and ultimately determines our future.

In the world of ministry today, we believe people define and measure success in one of the two ways.
While there may be variations to these scenarios, the guiding force for every congregation or
organization appears to reflect one of the two paths. As both demand full allegiance, we demonstrate
that these two options are mutually exclusive. Each demands total allegiance. The choice regarding
which path to take is ours to make.

“Be the person you want to be”
You have to be good. You have to go to school. You have to go to class, and you have to be the best in
your class. You have to have a girlfriend or a boyfriend. Better yet, a few. You have to be this, you
have to be that. You have to get your BA, and when you finish, you have to get a Master’s degree. You
can get another Master's degree. Oh, you have to get a PhD.

You’re 25 already! You have to get married ASAP. You have to make kids. Two is better - a boy and a
girl. You have to own a house by now. You have to get a better job. You have to make more money.
You should be having a credit card. You should spend more. Who cares if you don’t have money. You
have to act like you have it. You have to pretend like you’re happy even if you are not. All the time you
convince yourself by saying yes. You have to have a mid-life crisis in your 30s, and in your 40s.

Now you’re 50! You have to get a convertible car. You have to sign up for gum again. You have to lose
weight. You have to eat healthy. You have to take care of your body. You have to keep going out as if
there were no tomorrow. You have to be an example for your kids. You have to take your kids to
sports/ballet. You have to give them the best education. You have to get along with your boss, even if
you can’t stand them anymore.

YOU HAVE TO STOP!
You have to realize that you don’t have to be all that. Be the person you want to be.
Discover yourself.



A Fairy Song

P. Priyanka
B.Com (C.A) II Year

Over hill, over dale,
Thorough bush, thorough briar,
Over park, over pale,
Thorough flood, thorough fire
I do wander everywhere.
Swifter than the moon's sphere;
And I serve the fairy queen,
To dew her orbs upon the green.
The cowslips tall her pensioners be;
In their gold coats spots you see;
Those be rubies, fairy favours,
In those freckles live their savours:
I must go seek some dew-drops here,
And hang a pearl in every cowslip's ear.

- William Shakespeare

Laugh at your failures, and share them with the world

A Reshma Madhuri
B.Sc - 1st Year, Microbiology

Once again, the phrase attributed to the comedian Carol Burnett has become popular: "Tragedy + time
= comedy ". Almost anything tragic is susceptible to becoming comedy. All failures, with time, can
transform into laughs. A chuckle helps fight the dark spell of the fall.

I heard this equation of time and tragedy last year from stand-up comic TigNotaro. In August 2012,
Notaro had a show in Los Angeles in which she introduced herself in the following manner: “Thank
you, good evening, thank you. I have cancer, thank you. I have cancer, really, thank you. "

It was true. Radically modifying the script that she had written for the show, the comic gave a summary
of the tragedies that had befallen that year in a period of less than four months. A bacterial infection
destroyed her intestines and sent her to the E.R. A week after leaving the hospital her mother died in a
domestic accident. Weeks later, her girlfriend left her. In the midst of grieving both losses, she was
diagnosed with cancer. "It is strange because in accordance with the tragedy + time = comedy
equation right now, I find myself stuck in tragedy. "

Transform one of your most painful memories into a story. But remember, you must write it in a comic
light. Transforming tragedy into comedy is the only way to protect yourself from it.



Article on Daily Routine

Pallavi,
B.Com, Final Year

I begin each day of my life with a ritual. I wake up at 5:30 AM, put on my workout clothes, my leg
warmers, my sweatshirts, and my hat. I walk outside my home, hail a taxi, and tell the driver to take
me to the gym. At Himayatnagar, where I work out for two hours the ritual is not stretching and weight
training. The ritual is the cab. The moment I tell the driver where to go I have completed the ritual.

It is a simple act, but doing it the same way each morning makes it a habit. It makes it repeatable,
easy to do. It reduces the chance that I would skip it or do it differently. It is one more in my arsenal of
routines, and one less thing to think about.

National Register of Citizens (NRC)

V. Dhanush
B.A 1st year

National register of citizens is a register which contains the names of all the citizens of India in Assam
which was prepared after the census was conducted in 1951.

Impact of illegal migration

Political consequences:

Assam movement: The failure of government to respond to the issue of illegal migration lead to the
agitation by the Assamese under the leadership of All Assam Gana Sangram Parishad.

Illegal voters: Most of the Bangladeshi immigrants have got their names enlisted in the voting list
illegally, thereby claiming themselves as citizens of the state.

Terrorism: it was alleged that among the illegal migrants there are also militants, who enter into Assam
to carry out terror activities.

Economic Consequences:

Displacing native workers: There was a fear among the natives that immigrants would take away their
jobs which were otherwise available to local people.

Resource crunch: immigration has increased pressure on part of the state government, as the
government has to increase the expenditure on socio-economic aspects and welfare schemes of the
immigrants.



Get a Bad Grade

P. Shiny
B.Sc 1st Year
Microbiology

If you failed a test because you were too busy checking Facebook without paying attention in class, we
are sorry to say: you deserve it.

But we assume that you are responsible human being hungry for knowledge. That is why we prefer to
imagine you with your head in your hands, your fingers pulling out your hair with a barely disguised
anguish, good gnawing pencil that looks like it has been chewed up by tranquilizer addicted believer in
withdrawal. And right before your eyes, the silent tormentor: a multiple-choice test with four possible
answers that are all painfully similar because the world is cruel and every time you fail and academic
wins a noble prize, because no one is more intelligent than they are.

In the end, you failed despite of your dedication and constant badgering of the class nerd to explain
everything that you didn't understand. And that is okay. It is okay to get a bad grade. If you get three, it
might be the time to change your study habits, buddy. We learn from our mistakes, and you can check
where you messed up, review your questions with your professor and try again. Next time you will
know that the right answer is C.

Be brave and live life to the fullest

A. Janardhan
BSc, BZC, 1st year

I am sure you have never heard this advice. But it is never bad to remind ourselves that in order to
balance the cosmos, there are both good and bad experiences. Every new project is a jump into the
abyss. The kind of jump that only crazy people, brave people, and occasionally stupid people take and
enjoy the risk of doing things that you have never experienced. How do you believe in taking certain
courses, doing activities, and enjoying the little things in life. Beating you are the one that needs to
decide where to direct your energy and desire to enrich your existence. This way, when death reaches
out and extends a hand, you go in place. Because life doesn't owe you anything.

My College

P. Gnana Deepu
BSc (BZC - II year)
107018445080

My college is the place where I spend my day,
where I read and write,
where I find teachers and friends,
where I feel happy and joy,
where I am shown the right way,
and the place is my dear college Babu Jagjivan Ram Govt. Degree College



Motivation: The scientific guide on how to get and stay motivated

G.Shivaji
B.Com II Year

Motivation is a powerful, yet tricky beast. Sometimes it is really easy to get motivated, and you find
yourself wrapped up in a whirlwind of excitement. Other times, it is nearly impossible to figure out how
to motivate yourself and you're trapped in a death spiral of procrastination.

This isn't going to be some rah-rah, pumped up motivational speech, but always remember the
following quotes in your life:

- “success is a journey, not a destination."
- "Your best teacher is your last mistake."
- "The secret of getting ahead is getting started."
- "Work hard. Dream big. Never give up.”

Women Empowerment

Pushpa
B.Com II Year

Women play an important role in society. They play the role of mother, wife, homemaker, cook,
teacher, friend, Nurse all at the same time while catering to every body’s needs. Women
empowerment is a topic that is the need of the hour. Women empowerment means accepting and
allowing people who are on the outside of the decision making process to do it.  Empowerment is the
process that creates power in individual over their own lives, society and in their community. People
are empowered when they are able to access the opportunities available to them without limitations
and restrictions. Women empowerment has become a scientific topic of discussion in development
and finance.

Women empowerment is much needed because:

● Gender inequality
● Domestic Violence
● Economic Independence
● Decision Making

True meaning of women empowerment will be achieved only when gender inequality will be
eliminated. We need to give equal opportunities to women for equal pay, equal respect as equal to
men. We look forward to such a nation.

“I want evert girl to know that her voice can change the world”

“She believed she could so, she did!”



Child Labour

Mayera Fathima
B.A I Year

Article 2314 of Indian constitution prohibits the trafficking in human beings and forced labour. Article
2415G prohibits the employment of children in factories. It says that no child below the age of 14 years
shall be employed to work in any factory or mine or be engaged in any other hazardous employment.
Child labour refers to a crime where children are forced to work from a very early age. In this essay on
child labour I would like to mention a few factors that contribute to child labour. These are poverty,
illiteracy if parents, social and economic status. The development of India as a nation is being
hampered by child labour. Children are growing up illiterate because they have been working and not
attending school. A cycle of poverty is formed and the need for child labour is reborn after every
generation. India needs to address the situation by tackling the underlying causes of child labour
through governmental policies and the enforcement of these policies. Only then will India succeed in
the fight against child labour.

Great India
Ganesh Bethala

India is the greatest country. Did you know that we are living in this country that is home to
5000-year-old ancient civilisation, 325 languages spoken 1652 dialects, 18 official languages 29 29
states, seven union territories. 3,280,000 km² area. 7516 km coastline. 1.3 billion population. World's
largest democracy. Youngest nation in the world. Producing large number of doctors and engineers.
We won freedom through non-violence.

India is a country that is developing at a rapid pace with great and innovative youngsters leading the
technological advancement. Many multinational companies are coming up setting their bases in India.
India is also known for its different types of food and cultures. India is home to thousands of gods and
goddesses. We respect every religion. We do not discriminate based on caste, colour, creed, and sex.
I wish to see India believing in all of this because I love my country and I'm proud to be an Indian. Jai
Hind!



Indian Education System

V. Akash
B.Sc (MPCs) I Year
107019468245

Our Indian education system needs serious reforms and changes. India needs reforms from
elementary itself. The ideal choice of learning is memorising facts. Here, to judge the students, talent
has only one factor which is percentage or grade in board examination. It is because of this, students
are spoon fed education as they mug up and byheart even the basics leading to a drawback to our
education system.

There is no hands-on knowledge in our education system. Our education system mainly emphasises
on theoretical knowledge leaving no space for practicality. Some basic theoretical knowledge is
required, however, our education system focuses more on the theoretical knowledge.

The Indian education and social arrangements are very inflexible on kids and completely ignore their
feelings, thoughts, their ambitions. Kids are pressed to study from the age of three. Nonperformers are
treated as Dal students and face a lot of humiliation from parents and society.

As per UNESCO data, India has one of the lowest public expenditure rates on education per student,
especially compare to Asian countries like China with whom we are constantly competing in major
developing areas.

Education in most schools is one-dimensional, with an obsessive focus on marks. Added to this, is the
lack of availability of trained teachers at all levels. Quality teachers are missing the link in the Indian
education system. Although pockets of excellence exist, the quality of teaching, especially in
government schools, do not meet the standards.

With a literacy rate of 77%, India lags behind other BRICS nations, which have about 90% literacy.
Also, data from Ministry of human resource development shows that only half of all the students were
primary level make it to upper primary level and less than half get into 9-12. Only 58% of children
enrolled in class 3 to 5 could read a class one test. Less than half (47%)  were able to do simply two
digit subtraction. India’s engineering programs pump out some 1.5 million graduates annually, but
many of these alumni cannot find quality jobs.

India is not a major international study destination, but the country is currently seeking to attract more
international students in order to internationalize and modernize its education system. Remebering the
great, Dr. Abdul Kalam’s words: “In decades time, India will need 300 to 500 million employable skilled
youth and there's a need to completely change the university education syllabus and secondary school
education syllabus”. Let’s hope to see India focus on Skill-based Education.



Municipal Governance in India

M. Krishna

Municipal governance in India dates back its existence to 1687. In the early past of 19th century,
almost all towns in India had experienced some form of municipal governance. In 1882, the then
Viceroy of India Lord Rippon, who is known as the father of local self government, passed a resolution
of local self government which led the democratic form of municipal governance in India.
According to the 1991 Census of India, there were 3255 urban local bodies in the country. These are
classified into four major categories. They are:

- Municipal Corporation (Nagar Nigam)
- Municipality (municipal council, municipal board, municipal committee) (nagar Parishad),
- Town Area Committee,  
- Notified Area Committee.

As per the Constitution of India, 74th amendment act of 1992, the latter two categories of town are to
be designated as municipalities or Nagar Panchayats with elected bodies. Until the amendments in
state multiple legislations which were mostly made in 1994, municipal authorities were organised on
an ultra vires (beyond the authority) basis and the state governments were free to extend or control the
functional sphere through executive decisions without an amendment to the legislative provisions.
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$<ë´ $<ÛëHê\T :

$<ë´ $<ÛëHê\T $<ä́ , •ø£åD\qT Çe«&ÜìøÏ kÕú|æ+#·ã&Ü¶sTT. Ç$ Á|ü<Ûëq+>±
|æ\¢\, j·TTe!£î\ ø=s¡!£î kÕú|æ+#·ã&Ü¶sTT. |æ\¢\!£î, j·TTe!£î\!£î, bÕsƒê´+XÊ\qT
ìs¡ísTT+& uÀ~Û+#·&É+, yê] $<ë´ |òü*‘ê\qT, yê] J$‘· \øå±´\ ø=s¡!£î Á|ü‹bÕ~+|ü
ã&ÉT‘êsTT. uÀ<ÛäHê eè‹Ô Ç+<äT!£î düs¡«<ë düVü‰j·T|ü&ÉT‘·÷, |æ\¢\˝Àì nìï s¡+>±\
n_Ûeè~" ø=s¡!£î düVü‰j·T|ü&ÉT‘·÷, yê]ì eT+& bÂs¡T\T>± r]Ã~<ä›&ÜìøÏ m\¢y˚fi¯̋ #
dæ<ä"+>± e⁄+'T+~. á uÀ<ÛäHê eè‹Ô, $<ë´ uÀ<Ûäq, uÀ<ÛäHê+XÊ\T, eT÷˝#´+ø£qeTT
yÓTT<ä\>(T n+XÊ\ô|’ Ä<Ûës¡|ü&ç ‘·q ø£s¡Ôyê´ìï ìs¡«]ÔdüTÔ+~.

<˚X¯yê´|üÔ+>± $<ë´ $<ÛäHê+˝À dü+#·\q e÷s¡TŒ\!£î )ø+Á<ä+ lø±s¡+ #·T{Ïº+~.
á y˚Ts¡!£î q÷‘·q C#rj·T $<ë´ $<ÛëHêìøÏ )ø+Á<ä eT+Á‹es¡Z+ ÄyÓ÷<ä+ ‘Ó*|æ+~.



Ç+<äT˝À uÛ#>(+>±H˚ e÷qe eqs¡T\ n_Ûeè~" XÊK ù|s¡TqT $<ë´ eT+Á‹‘·« XÊK>±
e÷s¡TŒ #˚dæ+~. ñqï‘· $<ä́ ˝À Á|ü<Ûëq dü+düÿs¡D\qT #˚dæ+~. 2030 dü+ˆˆ Hê{ÏøÏ
n+<ä]ø° $<ä́  n+~+#·&Éy˚T \ø£ǻ +>± á e÷s¡TŒ\!£î lø±s¡+ #·T{Ïº+~. Çø£ô|’ ÄsYº‡,
ôd’HéH‡ ø$s¡T‡\ $<ë´ uÀ<Ûäq˝À ô|<ä›>± ‘˚&Ü\T ñ+&Éeì yÓ\¢&ç+&+~. ãVüQuÛ#wü\
uÀ<Ûäq ~X¯>± q÷‘·q $<ë´ $<Ûëq+ ñqï'Tº ‘Ó*|æ+~.

q÷‘·q $<ë´ $<Ûëq+ ` ø°\ø£ dü+düÿs¡D\T :

v eT÷&ÉT qT+& 18 @fīfl ej·TdüT es¡!£î n+<ä]ø° $<ä́  ‘·|üŒìdü].
v 2030 dü+ˆˆ Hê{ÏøÏ n+<ä]ø° $<ä́  n+~+#·&Éy˚T \ø£ǻ +.
v 6e ‘·s¡>(‹ qT+& y=)øwüq Ÿ̋ Ç+{ÏÁ)>wüHé ø$s¡T‡\T.
v Ç+'sY $<ä́  ñ+&É<äT.
v Ç+{ÏÁ)>f…&é |”J, j·T÷J $<ä́  *<̊fīófl.
v Çø£ qT+& ø£dü÷Ôsê“ >±+BÛ u#*ø± $<ë´\j·T+ )øe\+ 12e ‘·s¡>(‹ es¡!£î

e÷Á‘·ẙT.
v m+|òæ̋ Ÿ ø$s¡T‡qT |üP]Ô>± ‘=\–+&+~.
v Á|üdüTÔ‘·+ 10G2G3 (f…HéÔ, Ç+'sY, &çÁ^) $<ë´ $<Ûëq+ Çø£ qT+& 5G3G3G4

$<ë´ $<Ûëq+.
v &çÁ^ $<ä́  eT÷&ÉT qT+& Hê\T)>fi¯ófl.
v ;CÒ|” 2014 dü+e‘·‡s¡+ mìïø£\ y˚Tìô|òk˛º˝À <˚X¯+˝À q÷‘·q $<ë´ $<Ûëq+

rdüT!£îsêqTqï'Tº ‘Ó\|ü&É+ e\¢ »]–q e÷s¡TŒ Ç~.

eTT–+|ü⁄ :

á $<Ûä+>± uÛ#s¡‘·<̊X̄+˝Àì $<ë´e´edüú $<ë´s¡Tú\!£î $<ë´ uÀ<Ûäq\‘$ bÕ'T>±
Á|ü|ü+#· |ü]C#„Hêìï, $\Te\‘$ !£L&çq Á|ües¡ÔqqT H˚s¡TŒ‘·T+~.



ã+C!sê\ |ü+&ÉT> "\T
C…. ìs!wü
_j·Tdtdæ j·T+|ædæ Á|ü<ÛäeT

ã+C#sê |ü+&ÉT>(\T Væ#+<äTe⁄\T ãTT‘·Te⁄\˝À #˚ùd |ü+&ÉT>(\ ̋ #)> ø£ì|æ+&Hê
Ç$ ø=ìï Á|ü‘̊´ø£‘·\qT ø£*– ñ+{#sTT. ‘·T˝#®uÛÑyêì, eT]j·TeTà (e÷¬seTà) e÷Á‘ê Ÿ̋
uÛÑyêì (j·÷&ç), Væ#+>(fi#uÛÑyêì, d”‘ê¢uÛÑyêì nH˚ Åd”Ô <˚e‘·\qT ã+C#sê\T m!£îÿe>±
Äsê~ÛkÕÔs¡T. ‘·T˝#®uÛÑyêì, eT]j·TeTà <˚e‘·\T Á|ü‹ ã+C#sê Ç+{Ï j·T+<äT yÓ+&ç
$Á>(Vü# s¡÷|ü+˝À yÓ\dæ ñ+{#s¡T. e÷Á‘ê Ÿ̋ j·÷&ç <̊e‘· !£L&Ü !£î\<̊e‘· yÓ+&ç
$Á>(Vü# s¡÷|ü+˝À ñ+'T+~.

ªeT]j·TeTà (e÷¬seTà) <̊e‘· |ü+&ÉT>"µ :

eT]j·TeTà (e÷¬seTà) \+u#&ç ‘Ó>( Á|ü»\ Ç+{Ï <˚e‘·. á <˚$øÏ ¬s+&ÉT
dü+e‘·‡sê\øÏ ˇø£kÕ] |ü+&É>( #˚kÕÔs¡T. á |ü+&ÉT>( )øe\+ eT+>(fi¯yês¡+ e÷Á‘·y˚T
#˚kÕÔs¡T. ø±ì K&Ã‘·+>± ̌ ø£ s$E nì e÷Á‘·+ ñ+&É<äT. \+u#&ç Á|ü»\!£î yê] yê]
|ü+' yê] #̊‹øÏ e&Ãq|ü+&ÉT á |ü+&ÉT>( »s¡T|ü⁄!£î+{#s¡T. á |ü+&ÉT>(ì #·*ø±\+˝À
Ò̋<ë m+&Üø±\+˝À ìs¡«Væ#kÕÔs¡T.

|ü+&ÉT>( #̊j·T&ÜìøÏ Ä ‘̊Bì Ä ‘ê+&É ô|<ä›\T ìs¡ísTTkÕÔs¡T. |ü+&ÉT>(øÏ K&Ã‘·+>±
n+<äs¡÷ yê] Ç+&É¢qT düT~" (X¯ó~") #˚düT!£î+{#s¡T. (düTqï+‘$ ̋ Ò<ë ø£\sY‘$). |ü+&ÉT>(
s$E n+<äs¡÷ ‘Ó\¢yês¡TC#eTTq Ò̋& kÕ$T&ç #·*¢, eTT>(TZ\T ô|&É‘ês¡T. n+<äs¡÷
ø=‘·Ôã'º\T <Ûä]kÕÔs¡T. eTTK´+>± Ä&Éyêfi¯ófl e÷ kÕ+Á|ü<ëj·T <äTdüTÔ\T <Ûä]kÕÔs¡T. á
eT]j·TeTà <̊$øÏ >(T&ç ø£{ÏºkÕÔs¡T. n+<äs¡÷ >(T&ç <ä>(Z]øÏ yÓ[fl nø£ÿ&̊ |üP» ìs¡«Væ#kÕÔs¡T.
Ç+{ÏøÏ ˇø£s¡T ñ|üyêdü+ ñ+{#s¡T.



n+<äs¡÷ >(T&ç <ä>(Z]øÏ #˚s¡T!£îqï ‘·s¡Tyê‘· >(TfiÀfl |üP»\T #˚kÕÔs¡T. ‘·s¡Tyê‘·
<̊e‘·øÏ ẙTø£b˛‘·T\qT ã* ÇkÕÔs¡T. á ã* yês¡T yÓTT!£îÿ!£îqï <ëìï ã{Ïº ñ+'T+~.
ã* ‘·sê«‘· e÷+dü+ !£Ls¡ eT]j·TT u…\¢+ nqï+ ø£*|æ HÓ’y˚<ä́ +>± ô|&É‘ês¡T. <˚e⁄ìøÏ
ô|{Ïºq HÓ’y˚<ä´+ ñ|üyêdü+ ñqï yê]øÏ ô|&É‘ês¡T. HÓ’y˚<ä´+‘$H˚ yês¡T yê] ñ|üyêkÕìï
e<äT\T‘ês¡T. ‘·s¡Tyê‘· ã* Ç&Ãq y˚Tø£b˛‘·TqT e+&ç C§qïs=f…º\T #˚düTø=ì nø£ÿ&˚
‹+{#s¡T. ã+<ÛäTe⁄\!£î n+<ä]øÏ !£L&É >(T&ç <ä>(Z)s $+<äT #˚kÕÔs¡T. Ç˝# \+u#&ç
Á|ü»\T yê] |ü+&ÉT>( ñ‘·‡yê\qT ìs¡«Væ#kÕÔs¡T.

e÷Á‘ê Ÿ̋ j·÷&ç (Ç+{Ï <̊e‘·) :

á <˚e‘· \+u#&ç Á|ü»\ !£î\ <˚e‘·. yÓ+&ç $Á>(Vü# s¡÷|ü+˝À ñ+'T+~. á
<˚e‘·!£î Á|ü‹ ¬s+&ÉT dü+e‘·‡sê\!£î ˇø£kÕ] |üP»\T ìs¡«Væ#kÕÔs¡T. á <˚e‘· Á|ü‹
\+u#&ç yêdüT\ Ç+&É¢˝À¢ ñ+'T+~. á <˚e‘· $Á>(Vü#+ yÓ+&ç‘$ #˚sTTkÕÔs¡T. á
Ä#ês¡+ ø=ìï ‘·sê\qT+& ø=kÕ>(T‘·T+~. á $Á>(Vü‰\T ̋ Òì yês¡T bÕ‘·ø±\|ü⁄ ô|’dü\˝À
neTàyê]ì ø=\TkÕÔs¡T. neTàyê]øÏ |üP» )øe\+ eT+>(fi¯yês¡+ e÷Á‘·y˚T ìs¡«Væ#kÕÔs¡T.
á |ü+&ÉT>(!£î ‘˚~ ô|<ä›\ ìs¡ísTTkÕÔs¡T. neTàyê] |ü+&ÉT>( #˚j·÷\+fÒ K&Ã‘·+>±
n+<äs¡÷ yê] Ç+&É¢qT düT~" #̊düTø$yê*. Ç+{Ï düT~" >$e÷‘· eT÷Á‘·+‘$ #̊j·Te#·TÃ.

|ü+&ÉT>( s$E nq>± eT+>(fi¯yês¡+ n+<äs¡÷ ‘Ó\¢yês¡T C#eTTq ̋ Ò& Ç\T¢ ø£&ç–
ø£̋ #¢|æ #·\¢‘ês¡T, eTT>(TZ\T y˚kÕÔs¡T. |ü+&ÉT>(øÏ n+<äs¡÷ ø=‘·Ôã'º\T <Ûä]kÕÔs¡T. #ê˝#
eT+~ eTVæ#fī\T kÕ+Á|ü<ëj·T <äTdüTÔ\T <Ûä]kÕÔs¡T. neTàyê]øÏ !£L&Ü ø=‘·Ô ã'º\T
düeT]ŒkÕÔs¡T. á |ü+&ÉT>( kÕj·T+ø±\+ #̊kÕÔs¡T. |ü+&ÉT>(!£î eTT+<äT Ç+{Ï eTT+<äT z
&qï >(T&Üs¡+˝# ì]àkÕÔs¡T. Ä >(T&Üsêìï ø=ã“] ø=eTà\‘$, |üP\‘$ n\+ø£]kÕÔs¡T.
eT<Ûë´Vü#ï+ düeTj·T+˝À Ç+{À¢ qT+&ç <˚e‘· $Á>(Vü‰ìï ‘ê+&É ãj·T'øÏ rdüT¬ø[fl
n_Ûùwø±\T #˚kÕÔs¡T. n˝# #˚dæq <˚e‘ê $Á>(Vü‰ìï Ç+{Ï Ä&É|æ\¢ rdüT!£îsêyê*. ‘·q‘$
n+<äs¡÷ bÕ'\T, uÛÑ»q\T #̊düT!£î+'÷ yÓ[fl $Á>(Vü‰ìï Ç+{ÏøÏ ‘ÓkÕÔs¡T.



n˝# rdüT!£îe&Ãq $Á>(Vü‰ìï eTT+<˚ n\+ø£]+& ô|{Ïºq >(T&Üs¡+˝À ô|{Ïº
|üP»\T #̊kÕÔs¡T. neTàyê]øÏ ẙTø£ b˛‘·T\qT Ò̋<ë >=Á¬s b˛‘·T\qT ã* ÇkÕÔs¡T. n˝#
ã* #˚dæq yê{Ï ‘·\\T ô|{Ïº |üP»\T #˚kÕÔs¡T. ‘·s¡Tyê‘· Ä e÷+dü+‘$ !£Ls¡\T
e+&ÉT‘ês¡T. Ä&Éyêfi¯ófl »qïs=f…º\T #˚kÕÔs¡T. ã+<ÛäTe⁄\+<ä]øÏ ø£&ÉT|ü⁄ì+&Ü uÛÀ»Hê\T
#˚sTTkÕÔs¡T. ‘·s¡Tyê‘· Ç+{Ïyêfi¯ófl uÛÀ»q+ #˚kÕÔs¡T.

&es¡!£î Ä sêÁ‹ yÓTT‘·Ô+ ô|<ä›\T ø£*dæ uÛÑ»q bÕ'\T bÕ&É‘ês¡T. sêÁ‘·+‘ê
neTàyê] <ä>(Z)s >(&ÉT|ü⁄‘ês¡T. eTs¡Tdü{Ï s$E nq>± ãT<Ûäyês¡+ <˚$øÏ HÓ’y˚<ä́ + ô|{Ïº
|üP»\T #˚kÕø£ nø£ÿ&ç qT+& rùdkÕÔs¡T. Ç˝# \+u#&ç Á|ü»\T yê] kÕ+Á|ü<ëj·T
|üP»\qT ìs¡«Væ#kÕÔs¡T.



\ø£å´+

m+.nqTwü
Á|üuÛ#e‹

\ø£ǻ  kÕ<Ûäq¬ø’ Á|ü‹ s$E ø£èwæ #ÓsTT´
&ÉãT“‘$ $<ä́ qT ø=q!£î
ÁX̄$T+& \øå±´ìï #̊s¡Tø$
)̌økÕ] Äø±XÊìï n+<äTø$yê\ì #·÷&É!£î

m+<äTø£+fÒ n~ kÕ<Ûä́ + ø±ì |üì
n˝#>(ì e~*ẙj·T!£î
ˇø$ÿyÓT'Tº m!£îÿ‘·÷ b˛
˙ \øå±´ìï #˚s¡T‘êe⁄
m+‘· ø£wüºyÓTT&ÃHê \øå±´ìï e<ä\!£î
n˝# e~ Ò̋dæq s$CÒ
˙e⁄ z'$T bÕ\e⁄‘êe⁄
ø±ã{Ïº >(Ts¡TÔ+#·Tø$
ªª\ø£ǻ  kÕ<Ûäq¬ø’ n&ÉT>(T\T yd̊ü÷Ô
˙ >(e÷´ìï #˚s¡Tø$µµ



‘Ó\+>±D |ü+&ÉT> "\T
Vü#] Á|ükÕ<é $ lø±+‘Y
2e dü+ˆˆ _ø±+ dæ/m.

ã‘·Tø£eTà |ü+&ÉT>" :

ã‘·T!£îì&Ãq neTà>± ã‘·Tø£eeTà n+'÷ Ä{#, bÕ'\qT ẙTfī$+& |üP»
#̊j·T&É+ ã‘·Tø£eTà ns¡Ãq˝À ø£ì|ædüTÔ+~. ã‘·Tø£eTà |ü+&ÉT>(qT 9 s$E\T ìs¡«Væ#kÕÔs¡T.
á |ü+&ÉT>( uÛ#Á<ä|ü<ä neTyêdǘ  Hê&ÉT ÁbÕs¡+uÛÑ+ nsTT <äTsêZwüº$T Hê&ÉT eTT>(TdüTÔ+~.

ã‘·Tø£eTà |ü+&ÉT>( nq>±H̊ bÕ'\T >(Ts¡TÔø=kÕÔsTT. á |ü+&ÉT>( n+fÒ Åd”Ô\!£î,
|æ\¢\!£î m+‘$ ÇwüºyÓTÆq |ü+&ÉT>(. yÓTT<ä' á |ü+&ÉT>( s$E #·<äT›\ ã‘·Tø£eTà‘$
ÁbÕs¡+uÛÑ+ ne⁄‘·T+~. 6e s$E e÷Á‘·+ ã‘·Tø£eTàqT #˚j·Ts¡T. m+<äTø£+fÒ |üPs¡«+
ã‘·Tø£eTà #̊düTÔ+fÒ e÷+dü|ü⁄ eTT<ä› Ä ã‘·Tø£eTà˝À ø£*dæ+<ä' n+<äTe\q ª6eµ s$Eq
á ã‘·Tø£eTàì #˚j·Ts¡T. 9e s$Eq m+–* (ã‘·Tø£eTàqT kÕ>(q+ô| s$E) ã‘·Tø£eTàì
|üdüT|ü⁄, !£î+!£îeT, ã'º, >±E\‘$ |ü+|ü⁄‘ês¡T. ã‘·Tø£eTàì eTTK´+>± ‘·+)>&ÉT, >(TqT>(T,
#êeT+‹, ã+‹, õ Ò̋¢&ÉT |üP\‘$ #̊kÕÔs¡T.

|ü⁄sêD#\ Á|üø±s¡+ ã‘·Tø£eTà ø£<%ä ÁøÏ+~ $<Ûä+>± ñ+~ :

|üPs¡«+ ˇø£ sêE ñ+&˚yê&ÉT. Ä sêE ù|s¡T <Ûäsêà+>(T&ÉT. n‘·ì uÛ#s¡´ ù|s¡T
dü‘·́ e‹. yê]øÏ 100 eT+~ dü+‘êq+. Ms¡T n+<äs¡T eT>( |æ\¢\T. á 100 eT+~
j·TT<ë"ìøÏ yÓ[fl j·TT<ä"+˝À eTs¡DÏkÕÔs¡T. n|ü+&ÉT á sêE n‘·ì uÛ#s¡́  u#<Ûä|ü&ç ‘·eT
ÄdæÔ, bÕdüTÔ\˙ï <ëq+ #˚dæ n&É$˝À Bø£å #˚düTÔ+&É>± <˚e⁄&ÉT nq>± $wüßíe⁄ Á|ü‘·́ ø£åyÓTÆ
Ç˝# m+<äT!£î ‘·|üdüT‡ #˚düTÔqïe⁄ nì n&ÉT>(>± yês¡T »]–q $wüj·T+ #Ó|üŒ>( $wüßíe⁄
es¡+ ø$s¡Tø$eTHêï&ÉT. n|ü+&ÉT yês¡T ‘·eTøÏ Ä&É|æ\¢ ø±yê\ì ø$s¡Tø$>± n˝#)> yê]øÏ
\ø°åà<˚$ |ü⁄&ÉT‘·T+~. á $<Ûä+>± \ø°åà |ü⁄'º>± sêEøÏ <ëq+ #˚dæq n+‘· *X¯«s¡́ +



‹]– \_Û+&+~. á \ø°åà <˚y˚ ã‘·Tø£eTà. áyÓTøÏ ô|[¢ ej·TdüT‡ e#êÃø£ &Á‘ê+>(T&ÉT
nH˚ sêE Ç‘·&˚ eTVü‰$wüßíe⁄øÏ Ç&Ã $yêVü#+ #˚kÕÔs¡T.

1. Á|ü»˝À¢ #Ó|ü&'£îH̊ ã‘·Tø£eTà ø£<%ä :

á ø£<%ä @$T'+fÒ ̌ ø£ Ç+{À¢ <ä+|ü‘·T\ø° ̌ ø£ Ä&É, eT>( dü+‘êq+ ø£\T>(T‘·T+~.
á nHêï #Ó˝…¢\T u#>± nH$´q´+>± ñ+{#s¡T. á $<Ûä+>± ñ+&É>± #Ó*¢øÏ ô|[¢ #˚dæ
nqï n‘·Ôyê]+{ÏøÏ |ü+|ækÕÔ&ÉT. Ä ‘·s¡Tyê‘· Ä Ä&É|æ\¢ ñqï #$'˝#¢ nìï ÄdüTú\T,
Äs$>(́ + |ü⁄wüÿ\+>± ñ+&˚$. nqï!£î #Ó̋ …¢\+fÒ u#>± Çwüº+, ÁbÕD+. nqï !£L&Ü ô|[¢
#˚düT!£î+{#&ÉT. e&Ãq e~qøÏ ‘·q uÛÑs¡Ô n‘·ì #Ó˝…¢*ì u#>± Çwüº|ü&É'+ #·÷dæ zs¡«˝Òø£
b˛sTT+~. ˇø£ s$E ‘·q uÛÑs¡Ô Ç+{À¢ Ò̋q|ü+&ÉT n‘·ì #Ó̋ …¢\T eùdÔ ÄyÓTqT #·+|æ
düe÷ì #˚düTÔ+~. Ç˝# ñ+&É>± ã‘·Tø£eTà uÛÑs¡ÔøÏ ø£\˝À Ç˝# #Ó|ü⁄Ô+~. Ç˝# H˚qT
‘·+)>&ÉT #Ó'Tº>± e#êÃqT nì #Ó|ü⁄Ô+~. uÛÑs¡Ô ø£fi¯ófl ‘Ós¡&, ÄyÓT #Ó|æŒq $<Ûä+>± yÓ[fl
#·÷ùdÔ ÄyÓT ‘·+)>&ÉT #Ó'Tº>± |ü⁄{Ïº+~. n+<äT e\q á ‘·+)>&ÉT |üP\øÏ n+‘· ÁbÕ<Ûëq´+
e&Ã+~.

á ã‘·Tø£eTà |ü+&ÉT>(\ s$E˝À¢ neTàyês¡T $$<Ûä s¡÷bÕ˝À¢ <äs¡Ùq$TdüTÔ+~. á
9 s$E\T ã‘·Tø£eTàøÏ s$Eø=ø£ |æ+&ç e+' #˚dæ HÓ’y˚<ä́ +>± ô|&É‘ês¡T. Ç˝# #˚j·T'+
e\¢ \ø°åà<̊$ eTq Ç+{À¢øÏ edüTÔ+<äì Á|ü»\ qeTàø£+.

2. uÀHê\T :

uÀHê\T ‘Ó\+>±D dü+düÿ è‹øÏ ÁbÕD#\T neTàyê]ì |üPõ+#˚ Væ#+<äTe⁄\
|ü+&ÉT>(. ÄcÕ&É e÷dü+˝À ìs¡«Væ#+#˚ |ü+&ÉT>( Ç~.

yÓTÆdüeTà, b˛#·eTà, m\¢eTà, <äTs¡ZeTà, e÷¬seTà, ‹s¡T|ü‘·eTà, eTT‘ê´\eTà, n+ø£eTà
Ç˝# neTàyê]ì $$<Ûä ÁbÕ+‘ê˝À¢ $$<Ûä ù|s¡¢‘$ |æ\TkÕÔs¡T.

eTTK´+>± ôV’#<äsêu#<é̋ À >$˝§ÿ+&É qT+&ç yÓTT<ä{Ï uÀq+ m‘·TÔ‘ês¡T. neTàyê]øÏ
Ä~, X¯óÁø£yêsê\T Á|”‹ø£s¡yÓTÆq$.



3. düeTàø£ÿ`kÕs¡ø£ÿ C#‘·s¡ :

Á|ü‹ 2 dü+e‘·‡sê\ ø=ø£kÕ] á |ü+&ÉT>(qT ì]«Væ#kÕÔs¡T. á C#‘·s¡̋ À –]»qT Ò̋
|üPC#s¡T\T. á C#‘·s¡ 4 s$E\ bÕ'T »s¡T> (T‘·T+~. Ädæj·÷˝À n‹ ô|<ä›<äì
düeTàø£ÿ`kÕs¡ø£ÿ C#‘·s¡qTµµ j·TTHÓk˛ÿ >(T]Ô+&+~.

á neTàyê]øÏ Á|ükÕ<ä+>± u…\¢+ ìẙ~kÕÔs¡T. BìH̊ ã+>±s¡+ n+{#s¡T. neTàyês¡T
!£î+!£îeT uÛÑs¡DÏ>± n&É$˝À yÓ\TkÕÔs¡T. &\ø£\ >(T'º qT+&ç á neTàyê]ì rdüTø=ì
á es¡+>(\T¢ õ˝#¢ y˚T&Üs¡+˝À ô|{Ïº C#‘·s¡ #˚kÕÔs¡T.

4. ø!j·T>"(Tº C#‘·s¡ :

Vü#qTeT+‘·T&ÉT ˇø£ yÓ’|ü⁄ qs¡dæ+Vü#kÕ«$T eTTK+ eTs$yÓ’|ü⁄ ¬s+&ÉT eTTU#\Tqï
$Á>(Vü#+ Çø£ÿ&É uÛÑ!£îÔ\!£î <äs¡Ùq$TdüTÔ+~. Ç$ ø£Ø+q>(sY õ˝#¢̋ Àì eTT‘·́ +ù|' düMT|ü+˝À
ñ+~. Çø£ÿ&É »])> C#‘·s¡H˚ ø=+&É>('Tº C#‘·s¡>± Á|üdæ~" ¬øøÏÿ+~.

5. d”‘ê¢ |ü+&ÉT>" :

\+u#&û\T ÄcÕ&É e÷dü+˝À »s¡T|ü⁄!£îH˚ |ü+&ÉT>(. BìøÏ ã\T\ |ü+&ÉT>( nì
ù|s¡T. á |ü+&ÉT>( dü+<äs¡“¤+>± »+‘·Te⁄\qT ã* ÇkÕÔs¡T. ‘·+&Ü\ düMT|ü+˝À @&ÉT
<̊e‘·\!£î Á|ü‹>± @&ÉTsêfīflqT bÕ‹ »+‘·Te⁄\qT ã* ÇkÕÔs¡T.

6. rCŸ |ü+&ÉT>" :

\+u#&û\T ÁXÊeD e÷dü+˝À esê¸\T |ü&ç e´ekÕj·T |üqT\T ÁbÕs¡+uÛÑ
eTj̊T´'|ü+&ÉT »s¡T|ü⁄!£î+{#s¡T.

9 s$E\ bÕ'T »s¡T|ü⁄!£î+{#s¡T. á |ü+&ÉT>(qT ô|[fl ø±ì yês¡T e÷Á‘·y˚T
ìs¡«Væ#kÕÔs¡T.

yÓTT<ä{Ï s$E ˇø£ bÕÁ‘·̋ À e&É¢ –+»\T y˚kÕÔs¡T. 9e s$E e#˚Ãdü]øÏ á
–+»\T yÓTT\¬ø‘·TÔ‘êsTT. Ç˝# yÓTT\ø£\T eùdÔ eT+& »s¡T>(T‘·T+<äì M] qeTàø£+.



7. nøÏ|üHé :

>$+&ÉT\T Á>±eT <̊e‘· nøÏ|üHé ø±j·T\T, |üPe⁄\T yÓTT<ä\>(Tq$ yÓTT<ä'>±
Á>±eT <̊e‘·!£î düeT]ŒkÕÔs¡T.

Á|ü‹ dü+e‘·‡s¡+ ÄøÏ|üHé!£î »+‘·Te⁄\T ã* ÇkÕÔs¡T. Ä |ü+&ÉT>(qT H$yê+>¥
n+{#s¡T.

8. ô|<ä› <˚e⁄&ÉT |ü+&ÉT>" :

‘Ó\+>±D –]»qT\T yÓ’XÊK e÷dü+˝À ô|<ä› <˚e⁄&ÉT >ös¡yês¡"+ á |ü+&ÉT>(ì
»s¡T|ü⁄‘ês¡T. ẙT/pHé yÓTT<ä{Ï yês¡+˝À e´ekÕj·T |üqT\T ÁbÕs¡+uÛÑ+!£î eTT+<äT á
|ü+&ÉT>( ìs¡«Væ#kÕÔs¡T. eT+& esê¸\T !£îs¡yê\ì ÁbÕ]"kÕÔs¡T.

9. >=\¢>"(Tº C#‘·s¡ :

‘Ó\+>±D˝À düeTàø£ÿ`kÕs¡ø£ÿ\ ‘·sê«‘· »])> n‹ô|<ä› |ü+&ÉT>( á >=\¢>('Tº
C#‘·s¡.

q˝§Z+&É õ˝#¢̋ À dü÷sê´ù|' bÕ\os¡¢j·T´>(T'º e<ä› á C#‘·s¡ »s¡T>(T‘·T+~.

10. Hê>!u# C#‘·s¡ :

Ä~˝#u#<é õ˝# ¢ Ç+Á<äyÓ[¢ eT+&É\+˝Àì )økÕ¢|üPsY Á>±eT+˝À –]»qT\T
»s¡T|ü⁄!£îH˚ C#‘·s¡.

‘Ó\+>±D˝À »s¡T|ü⁄! £îH˚ ¬s+&Ée n‹ô|<ä› –]»q C#‘·s¡ Á|ü‹ dü+e‘·‡s¡+
|æÁãe]˝À e#˚Ã |ü⁄wǘ e÷dü+˝À 10 s$E\ bÕ'T kÕ>(T‘·T+~.



గ�ర��ే��భవః  
ల��ా��  
B.A  ప�థమ సంవత�రం  

 
 
వర�మ�ల ����� ం��  

ఓనమ�ల� �����  

సం�ా��ా�� రంగ��ం�  

వ��������� ����ం�  

ఒ��దుడ�క�ల��  ప��ల�వడం అభ��ిం�  

కలల���� కనమ�  

       శ�మ ఆయ�ధం పట��ం�....  

      �జయ ఓటమ�ల��������  

      ��న��� చూడవద��  

గ�ర��ా ఆ��డ� నువ��.......  
       �ా��త� సమ�ద�ప� ��ాన  

       �� ��ల�పట��  న���ిం�  

       ఆధు�క ప�పం����� �� ��ంత�క  

                     ���ిం��ల�, 

క�త�ప� ��ర�మ�ద�  ���ిం��వ�  

      �ర��ా�  � అ�ల�ష  

                      ఆటం�ాల��������......  

ఉ���నల� �ెల���� సంఘర�ణల�  

             ఎ�� ఎదు������......  

ఆ �జయ ప��కం ఎ����వరక�  
                     �శ��ం��ను.  
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�वभाग



™z∫Á TÁÂƒ ™z∫Á tz∆

Lå.úÁƒåy
B.Sc.- I Year
BT,B,Z (Life Sciences)

™z∫Á TÁÂƒ ™z∫Á tz∆ å“Î “{,
EÁ{∫ å ™z∫Á tz∆ ™z∫Á TÁÂƒ @
TÁzuN˛, ™z∫z TÁÂƒ N˛Á ¬©§∫tÁ∫ ßy,
u∫™Ázb Ãz ÃÊYÁu¬o N˛∫oÁ “{,
TÁÂƒ N˛y úÊYÁÆo Ã∫N˛Á∫ N˛Áz @
™z∫Á TÁÂƒ ™ı ßy EÁoz “{,
YÏåÁƒ Nz̨  ™ÁzÃ™,
ƒÁtÁı Nz̨  úÁåy Ãz uÃÊY N˛∫,
ƒÁzbÁz N˛y ¢˛Ã¬ N˛boy “{ @
™z∫z TÁÂƒ ™ı ßy,
ÃÁ“ÓN˛Á∫ “¯,
§¯N˛ “{, \™yå “{,
\™yå “{ oÁz uƒN˛ÁÃ N˛y ÃÊßÁƒåÁLÊ ßy @
™z∫Á TÁÂƒ ™z ßy,
\Áuo Nz̨  åÁ™ ú∫ EnÆYÁ∫Á “¯,
EÁ∫qm N˛Á uƒ∫Ázá “{,
™Êut∫ §åÁåz N˛y ¬Á¬ÃÁ,
EÁ{∫ ÃÁ™Óu“N˛ / √ÆuMoTo §¬ÁnN˛Á∫ ßy @



™z∫z TÁÂƒ ™z ßy LN˛ üÁs|uN˛ ∆Á¬Á “{,
tÁz EÜÆÁN˛∫ EÁ{∫ úYÁÃ-ÃÁe §XYz,
u\åNz̨  §yY úez útåz úZåz N˛Á N˛ÁzF| u∫≈oÁ å“y @
™z∫z ™ÁÂƒ ™ı  ßy N˛™ ™ÁÊToz QÁ¬y “Ás “{,
EåÁ\ ™ÁÊToz úzb,
\ƒÁ§ ™ÁÊToz QÁ¬,
ú∫ G∫ åu“ tzoÁ N˛ÁzF| @
E¬§Á,
ÃzN ‰̨gÁz ™Áz§ÁF¬ ¢˛Ázå,
úYÁÃÁı ™Ázb∫ ÃÁFuN˛¬,
∫ÊTyå by ƒy, Ãyty õ¬zÆ∫,
t\|åÁz ™Ázb∫ N˛Á∫,
EÁ{∫ ∫zu¢˛\z|b∫ u™¬ \Áoz “{,
Eúåy \™yå,
NĘ̂ úuåÆÁz N˛Áz tÁz oÁz ¬ÁQÁz åN˛t ßy @
üáÁå ™Êfiy N˛y Ã‰gN˛ ßy §å TF| “{,
u\Ã Ãz “∫ ÃåÁ¬ N˛Á \ƒÁ§ ™ÁÊTåz,
∆“∫ \Áoz “¯ ¬ÁzT,
EÁ{∫ u¢˛∫ ¬Á{b N˛∫ å“Î EÁoz @



™z∫Á tz∆ ™z∫Á TÁÂƒ (N˛uƒoÁ)
EÁå™ u¢˛tÁ{Ã
B.Sc.- L.S.
APN I Year.

oz∫y §Ï∫ÁFÆÁı N˛Áz “∫ EQ§Á∫ N˛“oÁ “{...
EÁ{∫ oÓ ™z∫z TÁÂƒ N˛Áz TÂƒÁ∫ N˛“oÁ “{...
™Á{å “ÁzN˛∫ ¢˛Ázå ú∫ u∫≈oz uåßÁL \Á ∫“z “{,
oÓ FÃ ™∆yåÁz tÁ{∫ N˛Áz úu∫ƒÁ∫ N˛“oÁ “{...
u\åN˛y ÃzƒÁ ™ı u§oÁ tzzoz ÃÁ∫Á \yƒå,
oÓ Gå ™ÁÂ-§Áú N˛Áz QÏt ú∫ §Áẑ  N˛“oÁ “{...
ƒÁz uÃ¬åz EÁoz sz oÁz N˛¬z\Á ÃÁs ¬Áoz sz,
oÓ tÃÓ∫ uåßÁåz N˛Áz u∫≈oztÁ∫ N˛“oÁ “{...
§‰gz §‰gz ™Ã¬z “¬ N˛∫åy Æ“ÁÂ úúÊYÁÆoı,
oÓ EÂáy ß…b t¬y¬Áı N˛Áz t∫§Á∫ N˛“oÁ “{...
§{e \Áåz “{ Eúåz ú∫ÁÆz ÃÁs §{¬TÁ‰gy ™ı,
úÓ∫Á úu∫ƒÁ∫ ßy åÁ §{e úÁÆz GÃz oÓ N˛Á∫ N˛“oÁ “{...
E§ §XYz ßy §‰gÁı N˛Áz EÁt∫ ßÓ¬ §{ez “{,
oÓ FÃ åÆz tÁ{∫ N˛Áz ÃÊÀN˛Á∫ N˛“oÁ “{...
u\ÊtÁ “{ EÁ\ ßy ™ÁÂƒ ™z tz∆ N˛y ÃÊÀNw̨ uo,
oÓ ßÓ¬ Nz̨  Eúåy Ã•ÆoÁ QÏt N˛Áz oÓ ∆“∫ N˛“oÁ “{...
\§ EÁÃ™Áå Ãz §Áoı N˛∫oz ™Êut∫ EÁ{∫ u∆ƒÁ¬z
\“ÁÂ uN˛Ãy åT∫ ™ı uN˛Ãy ˚Á∫ ú∫ N˛ÁzF| å oÁ¬Á gÁ¬z
üz™ N˛y §ÊÃy \“ÁÂ §\ÁoÁ “{ Æz ∆Á™ Ãƒz∫Á
\“ÁÂ ∫ÁT ∫ÊT EÁ{∫ “ÂÃy QÏ∆y N˛Á YÁ∫Áı EÁ{∫ “{ Vz∫Á
ƒÁz ßÁ∫o tz∆ “{ ™z∫Á, ƒÁz ßÁ∫o tz∆ “{ ™z∫Á...



EÁ\ Nz˛ Ã™Á\ ™ı ™ÁåƒyÆ ÃÊ§Êt (uå§Êá)
EÁå™ u¢˛tÁ{Ã
B.Sc.- L.S.
APN I Year.

Ã™Á\ ÆÁåy ¬ÁzTÁı N˛Á Ã™Ó“ “{, Ãßy ¬ÁzTÁı N˛Á u™¬ \Ï¬ N˛∫ ÃÁs ∫“åÁ, ™ÁåƒyÆ
ÃÓ∫qÁ EÁut N˛Áz “y Ã™Á\ N˛“oz “̄ @ Ã™Á\ ÃÊÀNw̨ o Nz̨  tÁz ∆£tÁı, Ã™Áå EÁ\ Ãz u™¬N˛∫
§åÁ “¯ @ Ã™ N˛Á Es| <<LN˛ ÃÁs>> osÁ E\ N˛Á Es| <<ÃÁs ∫“åÁ>> “ÁzoÁ “{ @ Ã™Á\
N˛Á åÁ™ “™Á∫z ut™ÁT ™z EÁoz “{ oÁz YÁ∫ o∫ÊTz “™Á∫z u™ÁT ™ı Àƒo: “y GnÆå “Áz\Áoy “{
- ú∆ÃuåN˛, ∫Á\å{uoN˛, EÁus|N˛, ÃÁ™Áu\N˛, FÃNz̨  §Át §t¬Áƒ N˛y ßÓu™N˛Á ÃÁ™åz EÁoy
“¯ @ EMÃ∫ ßÁ∫oyÆ ¬ÁzT Eúåy §ÁoÁz ™z N˛“oz “{ <\™ÁåÁ §t¬ TÆÁ “{> MÆÁ ƒÁÀoƒ z
\™ÁåÁ §t¬ TÆÁ “{, åy“ \™ÁåÁ oÁz ƒ“Î N˛Á ƒ“Î “{ \§N˛y Ã™Á\ ™z ∫“åz ƒÁ¬z √ÆuMo
Ã™Á\ ™z \§ YÁ“z \{Ãz YÁ“z §t¬Áƒ, N˛∫ ∫“z “̄ @ YÁ“z ƒÁz ßÁ∫oyÆ Ã™Á\ Nz̨  Ã“y “Áz ÆÁ
å “Áz @

∫Á\å{uoN˛ : “™Á∫z tz∆ åz ∫Á\oÊfi Ãz ¬ÁzN˛oÊfi oN˛ N˛Á Ã¢˛∫ oÆ uN˛ÆÁ, ú∫ EnÆÁYÁ∫Áı N˛Á
tÁ{∫ Qn™ å“Î “ÏEÁ, §u¡N˛ ú“¬z Ãz [ÆÁtÁ §‰j TÆÁ “¯ @ ∫Á\åyuo N˛Á ∆u£tN˛ Es| <∫Á\
N˛∫åz N˛y åyuo “Ázoy “¯>, åyuo Nz̨  ßy tÁz onƒ “Ázoz “{, TÏm EÁ{∫ EƒTÏm EÁ{∫ EÁ\ “™
\Áåoz “{ uN˛ ßÁ∫oyÆ ∫Á\åyuo EƒTÏm EÁ{∫EÁ\ “™ \Áåoz “{ uN˛ ßÁ∫oyÆ ∫Á\åyuo
EƒTÏm EÁ{∫ EÁ\ “™ \Áåoz “{ uN˛ ßÁ∫oyÆ ∫Á\åyuo EƒTÏm N˛y EÁz∫ QÎYy Y¬y \Á ∫“y
“¯ @ åyYz N˛y YÁ∫ úÊuMoÆÁÂ ßÁ∫oyÆ ∫Á\åzoÁEÁı ú∫ “¯ @

\™Áå oÓ oz∫y útΩ ™ı ∫“ ƒ∫åÁ “t Ãz TÏ\∫ §{eıTz, oÓ úÁåy §“ÁoÁ “{ åÁ Ã‰gN˛ ú∫,
“™ QÓå-L-TÏ¬Á¬ §“ÁÆıTz Ã™^ ¬z oz∫Á “∫ ™Ê\∫, “™Á∫z QÊ\∫Áz ™z FÊÃ-L-N˛¬ “̄ EÁ{∫ ÆÁz
QÏt §Àoy ™ı “y TÏ™ “Áz TÆz \{Ãz uN˛åÁ∫Áz ú∫ EÁN˛∫ ¬“∫z TÏ™ “Áz \Áoy “{ @



ú“¬z ¬ÁzT ÃÊÆÏMo úu∫ƒÁ∫ ™ı ∫“N˛∫ ßy QÏ∆ sz, EÁ\ Nz˛ ßÁ∫o ™ı ¬ÁzT LN˛¬
úu∫ƒÁ∫ ™z ∫“N˛∫ ßy QÏ∆ å“y ∫“ úÁ ∫“z “{, §zbz N˛Áz §Áú å“Î Ã™^ ∫“Á, LN˛ o∫“ §zbÁ
§Áú N˛Áz å“y Ã™\ ∫“Á “{ @ LN˛-tÓÃ∫z ú∫ Ã§ §Áẑ  Ã™^oz “̄ @ ú“¬z úu∫ƒÁ∫ ÃÁ¢˛-ÃÏs∫z
Ã∫Ázƒ∫ N˛y o∫“ sÁ, u\Ã™ı N˛™¬ uQ¬z sz @ EÁ\ Nz˛ úu∫ƒÁ∫ ™ı åÁ “y Ã∫ÁzN˛Á∫ åÁ “y
ÃÊÀN˛Á∫ “¯ @ §Ã ßÁT-tÁ{‰g N˛Á LN˛ uÃ¬uÃ¬Á “¯ @ \Áz ∫Áz\ ÃÏ§“ Geoz “y ∆Ïø “Áz \ÁoÁ
“{ EÁ{∫ ∆Á™ N˛Áz ÃÁzåz ú∫ Qn™ “ÁzoÁ “¯ @ FÃ ßÁT-tÁ{g ß∫y u\ãtN˛y ™ı uN˛Ãy Nz̨  u¬L
Ã™Æ “y å“y “̄ @ §Ã ßÁToz ∫“Áz, ßÁToz ∫“Áz... Æ“ tÁ{‰g ≈™∆Áå ™z \ÁN˛∫ “Î Qn™ “Ázoy
“̄ @ uÃ¢|̨  √ÆuMo QÁN˛ §å N˛∫ ∫“ \ÁoÁ “̄ @ ET∫ FÃy §Á{‰g Nz̨  §yY ¬ÁzT sÁz‰gÁ ßy Ã™Á\
Nz̨  u¬L Ã™Æ uåN˛Á¬oz “{ oÁz ƒÁz N˛ßy Qn™ å“y “Áz sz ¬ÁıTÁı Nz̨  ut¬Áz ™ı “™z∆Á u\ãtÁ
∫“oz “¯ @



u\Æ u\ÊtTy (LN˛ EuQ∫y üÆÁÃ) (N˛“Áåy)

EÁå™ u¢˛tÁ{Ã
B.Sc.- L.S.
APN I Year.

uN˛Ãy TÁÂƒ ™ı LN˛ √ÆÁúÁ∫y ∫“oÁ sÁ osÁ (Story) GÃN˛y ßTƒÁå ™ı §gy EÁÀsÁ
sy@ LN˛ §Á∫ √ÆÁúÁ∫y uN˛Ãy tÓÃ∫z ∆“∫ Ãz Eúåz V∫ ¬Á{b ∫“Á sÁ @ §Ã Ãz Go∫N˛∫ ƒ“
ú{t¬ Eúåz V∫ Nz̨  ∫ÁÀoz ú∫ \Á ∫“Á sÁ  oßy ∫ÁÀoz ™ı GÃz LN˛ §‰gÁ ÃÁ Y™N˛y¬Á úns∫
utQÁ @ GÃ úns∫ N˛y EÁz∫ √ÆÁúÁ∫y EÁN˛u |o “Áz TÆÁ EÁ{∫ GÃåz ÃÁzYÁ uN˛ MÆÁz å FÃz
Eúåz ÃÁs ¬z \ÁHÂ ? FÃ QÓ§ÃÓ∫o úns∫ Ãz Eúåz V∫ Nz̨  u¬L ∆ÁåtÁ∫ ßTƒÁå N˛y ™Óuo|
§åÁƒÁHÊTÁ @

√ÆÁúÁ∫y åz úns∫ GeÁ u¬ÆÁ EÁ{∫ ∫ÁÀoz ™z “y LN˛ üuÃÚ ™Óuo|N˛Á∫ N˛y tÏN˛Áå ú∫
øN˛Á EÁ{∫ GÃz N˛“Á - FÃ úns∫ N˛y LN˛ QÓ§ÃÓ∫o-Ãy tzƒy ™ÁÂ N˛y üuo™Á §åÁ tyu\L @
™Óuo|N˛Á∫ åz N˛“Á - eyN˛ “{ §å \ÁLTy, EÁú NĮ̈ Z utå §Át EÁN˛∫ ¬z \ÁFLTÁ @

E§ ™Óuo|N˛Á∫ åz GÃ úns∫ N˛Áz o∫Á∆åz N˛Á N˛Á™ ∆Óø uN˛ÆÁ EÁ{∫ Eúåz EÁ{\Á∫ ¬zN˛∫
úns∫ N˛Áz N˛Ábåz ™z \Ïb TÆÁ @ \{Ãz “y ™Óuo|N˛Á∫ åz ú“¬Á ƒÁ∫ uN˛ÆÁ FÃz úoÁ Y¬Á uN˛ úns∫
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Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promoting lifelong learning
opportunities for all is one of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG- 2016-2030).
Investing in human development requires a heavy focus on education. While the Millennium
Development Goals (2001-2015) focused on increasing student enrolment, the SDGs placed
particular emphasis on improving the quality of education and learning outcomes. The shift
in the approach towards school education from input to outcome-based interventions has put
the education sector on a new pedestal. While SDG focuses on equity, inclusion and quality
of education, it also aims to build and upgrade education facilities that are sensitive to the
needs of children and persons with disabilities
Indian Approach: Our Country emphasis has moved towards improving the quality of
education and outcomes. The rapid techno - logical change also demands that the students
are equipped with transferable skills.
The interventions aimed at these goals are primarily in the following areas-

1. Free, equitable and quality primary and secondary education
2. Access to quality early childhood development, care and pre-primary education
3. Accessible, Affordable and Quality Higher Education
4. Skill Development and Economic Growth
5. Favourable educational facilities that are child, disabled, and gender-sensitive

Challenges:

1. Various learning assessments point at the regional disparity in literacy and numeracy
skills among children in primary schools. Data also suggest that a sizable proportion
of children still need to meet the level of learning outcomes prescribed for their
respective class. Tackling these challenges requires a focus on curriculum
development, training of teachers, greater use of technology, and active community
participation.

2. Despite significant improvements in maternal and infant health owing to increased
awareness, challenges lie in ensuring cognitive stimulation for children in Early
Childhood Care and Education (ECCE). The National Policy on Education aims to
strengthen and expand Anganwadi system to include a robust educational
component which will be implemented by Ministries of Health & Family Welfare
(MoHFW), Women & Child Development (MWCD) and Human Resource
Development (MHRD) wherein MHRD will be responsible for developing the ECCE
curriculum and pedagogy.

3. Shortage of resources
4. Teacher vacancies
5. Lack of employable skills: Lack of employable skills in students of technical

education has been observed. Identification of skill gaps in different sectors and
offering courses for enhancing employability among them is required.

6. Credit rating agencies, reputed industry associations, media houses and professional
bodies should be encouraged to carry forward the process of rating of Indian



universities and institutions. A robust rating system will give rise to healthy
competition amongst universities and help improve their performance.

7. Accreditation of institutions: The Committee notes that accreditation of higher
educational institutions needs to be at core of the regulatory arrangement in higher
education. Further, quality assurance agencies should guarantee basic minimum
standards of technical education to meet the industry demand for quality manpower.
The National Board of Accreditation should act as a catalyst towards quality
enhancement and quality assurance of higher technical education.

In this connection, Government of India announced and approved New Educational Policy
The Government of India has approved the new National Education Policy (NEP), 2020
with an aim to introduce several changes in the Indian education system - from the school
to college level with the main Objective of “India a global knowledge superpower”.

1. The Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) was renamed to the Ministry
of Education.

2. 2020 New educational policy is the third major policy and earlier policies were 1968
and 1986 since independence.

3. Universalization of education from preschool to secondary level with 100% Gross
Enrolment Ratio (GER) in school education by 2030 (According to SDG)

4. The current 10+2 system to be replaced by a new 5+3+3+4 curricular structure
5. Vocational Education to be started from Class 6 with Internships.
6. Teaching up to at least Grade 5 to be in mother tongue/regional language. No

language will be imposed on any student.

Higher Education status in India:

1. The minimum degree qualification for teaching will be a 4-year integrated B.Ed.
degree by 2030

2. Gross Enrolment Ratio in higher education to be raised to 50% by 2035 (Current
Gross Enrolment is 26.3% in Higher Education). Also, 3.5 crore seats to be added in
higher education.

3. Separate technology unit to be develop for digital educational resources
4. Public sector expenditure should be 6% in GDP
■ Holistic Undergraduate education with a flexible curriculum can be of 3 or 4 years

with multiple exit options and appropriate certification within this periodA New
Education Policy aims to facilitate an inclusive, participatory and holistic approach,
which takes into consideration field experiences, empirical research, stakeholder
feedback, as well as lessons learned from best practices.

■ It is a progressive shift towards a more scientific approach to education. The
prescribed structure will help to cater the ability of the child – stages of cognitive
development as well as social and physical awareness. If implemented in its true
vision, the new structure can bring India at par with the leading countries of the world.

Major Challenges in Higher Education

1. Less emphasis on the development of cognitive skills and learning outcomes.



2. Limited access particularly in socio-economically disadvantaged areas, with few HEIs
that teach in local languages

3. Limited teacher and institutional autonomy
4. Lesser emphasis on research at most universities and colleges, and lack of

competitive peer reviewed research funding across disciplines.
5. Large affiliating universities resulting in low standards of undergraduate education
6. Lack of Infrastructure in higher educational institutions.
7. Faculty motivation in terms of teaching, research, and service in HEIs remains far

lower than the desired level.

Government Approach should be:

1. All HEIs will be equipped with the basic infrastructure and facilities, including clean
drinking water, clean working toilets, blackboards, offices, teaching supplies, libraries,
labs, and pleasant classroom spaces and campuses.

2. Every classroom shall have access to the latest educational technology (e-class
room) that enables better learning experiences.

3. Teaching duties also will not be excessive, and student-teacher ratios not too high, so
that the activity of teaching remains pleasant and there is adequate time for
interaction with students, conducting research, and other activities.

4. Faculty will be given the freedom to design their own curricular and pedagogical
approaches within the approved framework, including textbook and reading material
selections, assignments, and assessments

5. Empowering the faculty to conduct innovative teaching, research, and service as they
see best will be a key motivator and enabler for them to do truly outstanding, creative
work.

6. Excellence will be further incentivized through appropriate rewards, promotions,
recognitions, and movement into institutional leadership.

7. Excellent faculty with high academic and service credentials as well as demonstrated
leadership and management skills will be identified early and trained through a ladder
of leadership positions.

8. Institutional leaders will aim to create a culture of excellence that will motivate and
incentivize outstanding and innovative teaching, research, institutional service, and
community outreach from faculty members and all HEI leaders.

9. Earmark suitable Government funds for the education of SEDG (Socially and
Economically Disadvantaged Groups)

10. Set clear targets for higher Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER) for SEDGs.
11. Enhance gender balance in admissions to HEIs
12. Develop and support high-quality HEIs that teach in local/Indian languages or

bilingually
13. Provide more financial assistance and scholarships to SEDGs in both public and

private HEIs
14. Develop and support technology tools for better participation and learning outcomes.
15. Increase employability potential of higher education programmes.
16. Make curriculum more inclusive
17. Develop bridge courses for students that come from disadvantaged educational

backgrounds.



18. Multiple mechanisms with checks and balances will combat and stop the
commercialization of higher education. This will be a key priority of the regulatory
system. All education institutions will be held to similar standards of audit and
disclosure as a ‘not for profit’ entity.

19. Preparation of professionals must involve an education in the ethic and importance of
public purpose, an education in the discipline, and an education for practice.

20. Use and integration of technology to improve multiple aspects of education will be
supported and adopted, provided these interventions are rigorously and transparently
evaluated in relevant contexts before they are scaled up.

21. The thrust of technological interventions will be for the purposes of improving
teaching learning and evaluation processes, supporting teacher preparation and
professional development, enhancing educational access, and streamlining
educational planning, management, and administration including processes related
to admissions, attendance, assessments, etc.

22. Online and Digital Education: Ensuring Equitable Use of Technology
23. Teachers require suitable training and development to be effective online educators.

It cannot be assumed that a good teacher in a traditional classroom will automatically
be a good teacher in an online classroom

24. There is a need to invest in creation of open, interoperable, evolvable, public digital
infrastructure in the education sector

25. Appropriate existing e-learning platforms such as SWAYAM, DIKSHA, will be
extended to provide teachers with a structured, user-friendly, rich set of assistive
tools for monitoring progress of learners

26. Teachers will undergo rigorous training in learner-centric pedagogy and on how to
become high-quality online content creators themselves using online teaching
platforms and tools.
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Mudra Loan has been the strongest Endeavour of the Prime Minister Narendra Modi             
to bank the unbanked population. In all his addresses, he emphasized the importance of              
bringing the unbanked people under the mainstream banking, in order to make the neglected              
section of the population self-reliant and self-dependent. Mudra bank loan Yojana comes as a              
vision from the PM, by the slogan, „Fund the unfunded‟. MUDRA means Micro Units              
Development and Refinance agency. Population engaged in small business always requires           
micro finance to facilitate their business and day today business needs. PM Mudra Bank              
Yojana would help in facilitating micro credit up to Rs.10 lakh to such small business               
owners. It was launched on 8th April 2015. Target Audience is small business owners and the                
loan amount from Rs.50,000 to 10,00,000. This scheme is applied across India. 

 
II.IMPORTANCE OF PM MUDRA SCHEME 

 

1. The PM Mudra Bank Yojana is said to benefit more than 58 million small              
business owners in the country. This is one sector under which more than 120 million people                
are employed and this working population mostly comes from less privileged sections of             
society. 

 
2. The majority of small business owners in India have always remained outside            

the ambit of mainstream bank credit. This is just because banks and financial institutions              
often focus their products and services for the secured business lot, who would repay at               
higher interest and have their nominees secured. PM Mudra Bank Yojana would help in              
getting this trend changed. 

 
3. Institutional finance has always been relevant to small business. However,          

inadequate corpus and unorganized management of credit facilities to small entrepreneurs           
never really made it reach the needed entrepreneurs. PM Mudra Bank Yojana comes with a               
dream to get the dreams of many young and budding entrepreneurs fulfilled. 

 
4. Repayment has always been a concern why financial institutions could not           

provide required finance to small business owners. With this initiative from the PM office,              
the scheme is said to take care of this part as well and thus help both financial institutions and                   
needy small business owners come on one single platform. 

 
Limitations of the Mudra Scheme 

 

These are the list of business for which Mudra Loan cannot be given: 
1. Personal Requirement 
2. Educational Purpose 
3. Buying Personal Car or Bike 
4. Rich Businessman 
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Objectives of the study: 
 

The present paper aims to fulfil the following objectives. 
 

i) To trace the Organization and Growth of Mudra Bank Loans and distinguish the same 
with personal loans. 

ii) To highlight the important limitations and documentary requirements for Mudra Loans. 
iii) To discuss the NPA problem with reference to Mudra Loans. 

 
Methodology : 
This paper is based on secondary data sources, the concerned data to satisfy the objectives 
has been collected from various published sources. 

 
Sources of Data: 
Secondary data are collected from journals, newspapers and the internet. 

 
Limitation of the study : 
There are some limitations found in this paper. Firstly, it is based on secondary data sources                
only and the conclusions are framed on the basis of it. Secondly, the concerned data for                
analysis has been available in limited volume. 

 
Statement of problem: 
This paper endeavours to focus on understanding the conceptual framework of PM Mudra             
Scheme, it’s probable impact on NPA‟s to the exchequer of Bank Liabilities. 

 
Significance of the problem : 
Since the Mudra scheme has implemented from 8th April 2015, a study of this kind besides                
creating awareness would also help in analysing the pros and cons of PM Mudra Loan               
Scheme and the important point to be kept in mind before its implementation, to unbanked               
families as it would effect on NPA‟s on bank working. 

 

III.MUDRA LOAN  VS PERSONAL LOAN 
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Mudra loan Personal loan 
1. This type of loan is an entire govt 

administered and approved scheme. 
So it is a safe and secure form of 
taking credit. 

2. One must have a genuine business 
plan for getting a mudra loan. 

 
3. Repayment tenure is as high as 

7 years. 

1. This type of loan is given by both 
govt. and private financial 
institutions. 

 
 

2. No business is needed to get 
personal loans. Only justifiable 
reasons are required. 

3. Repayment tenure is less. 



 
 

Types of loan under the PMMY. 
 

As of now there are three schemes namely. 
 

1. Offering loan up to Rs. 50,000. In other words, it is also termed as a startup loan. 
2. Offering loan above Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 5, 00,000. It is also stated as the 

mid-level business institution set up loans. 
3. Offering loan above Rs. 5, 00,000 to Rs. 10, 00,000. It is meant for those who want 

to set up a business at a bigger and advanced level. 

Key features of the stand-up India loan scheme: 
 

● No collateral is necessary 
● There are zero processing fees 
● The rate of interest is only 1% per month. 
● The maximum period of repayable loan has been extended up to 5 years. 
● Mudra cards have been launched that will provide working capital loans. 

IV. REQUIRED DOCUMENTS FOR MUDRA BANK LOAN SCHEME. 
 

● Self-attested Identity proof 
● Self-attested address proof 
● Passport size photographs 
● Your company address and ID proof 
● Business registration certificate etc. 

Eligibility criteria for participating banks and financial companies.  

Scheduled commercial Banks. 

All scheduled commercial banks in public and private sector with 3 years of continuous profit               
track record net NPA‟s not exceeding 3% minimum net worth of Rs. 100 crore and not less                 
than 9% CRAR are eligible to lend loan. 

 RRB‟s 
 

All restructured RRB‟s having net NPA within 3% having profitable operations and not             
carrying any accumulated losses and CRAR >9% are eligible under Pradhan Mantri Mudra             
Scheme. 

 
V. LOAN REPAYMENT - ONLY 4% NPAS IN MUDRA LOANS : 

 
Housewives, Poor Widows and small and budding entrepreneurs seem to be more            

reliable in loan repayment than the promoters of some of the large corporations. Contrary to               
perceptions, loans under the Mudra Yojana – a pet initiative of Prime Minister Narendra              
Modi aimed at supporting budding entrepreneurs in vulnerable sections of society – had a              
gross non-performing asset (NPA) ratio of only 4% as of December 2017, much lower than               
roughly 10% for the entire banking industry. 
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Interestingly, at 4% state-run lenders (barring SBI) outperformed private peers‟          
record of 4.2% gross NPSs under this scheme, showed the latest data by the department of                
financial services. SBI‟s record was even better – only 3%, against its overall bad loans ratio                
of 10.35% as of December 2017. The performance of public sector banks (PSBs) in the               
Mudra scheme is in sharp contrast with their poor record in overall bad assets ratio, which is                 
around two-and-a-halftimes of the private lenders‟. 

 
To further promote this scheme, the DFS has roped in 40 entities – including Flipkart,               

Amazon, Patanjali and Amul that are also big job creators – which will identify people who                
need loans under Mudra Yojana. Some analysts caution against excessive jubilation over low             
NPAs in Mudra loans yet, saying repayment tends to be higher in the initial years after the                 
grant of a loan and may falter in later years. However, a senior finance ministry official told                 
FE that since most of the Mudra loans are for a short duration of up to three years and the fact                     
that the scheme already completed three years in April 2018 – a reasonable period for a fair                 
assessment of a short-duration loan scheme – the NPA record is still impressive. “Mudra              
loans are short-term ones and unlike long-duration credit to industry where NPA levels can              
potentially rise in later years even if initial repayments are on schedule,” said the official. 

 
Nevertheless, both the government and banks have to be careful in not letting this              

scheme be abused by fraudsters, especially because loans are usually collateral free until             
some assets are created out of them, while ensuring that the intended beneficiaries reap the               
benefits, said the analysts. 

 
Apart from low bad debt levels, what makes this scheme impressive is its inclusive              

character. Financial services secretary Rajiv Kumar said as many as 74% of the Mudra              
scheme beneficiaries are women. People belonging to SC/ST and OBC categories make up             
for 36% of loans worth close to Rs.5.72 lakh crore that were sanctioned by end-March 2018                
since the scheme’s inception in April 2015. As many as 55% of the 12.77 crore loan accounts                 
belong to these categories of people. Over 9 crore loans were offered to women              
entrepreneurs, cutting across all categories. The finance ministry hopes its tie-ups with the 40              
entities will attract more such entrepreneurs to benefit from the scheme and boost inclusive              
growth. 

 
VI. THE NPA CRISIS CALLS FOR GREATER BANK AUTONOMY 

 

Non-Performing Assets(NPAs) have been in the news for a long time. The financial             
stability Report of RBI, December 2017, points out that the gross non-performing            
advances(GNPA) ratio of scheduled commercial banks (SCBs) increased from 9.6% to           
10.2% between March and September 2017. The GNPA grew by 18.5% on a year-on-year              
basis in September 2017. While the GNPA of public sector banks (PSBs) stands at 13.5% in                
September 2017, the figures stands at 3.8% for private banks. 

 
Many reasons have been ascribed to the spurt in NPAs: 

1. Majority of the projects were sanctioned in the boom phase of economic growth. Both              
corporates and banks were optimistic it would be a win-win for all. However, as slowdown               
ensured, their assumptions collapsed. Many infrastructure projects got stalled for reasons like            
the so-called policy paralysis, pending court cases, and regulatory issues like environmental            
clearances and corruption. The stalled projects, therefore, failed to generate cash flows and             
corporates failed to repay loans. As a result, NPAs started to rise. 
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2. Crony capitalism aggravated NPAs. Bank boards with political connections might          
have got undeserving loans. In a classic case of “moral hazard,” politically connected             
corporates know the even if they default, banks would be recapitalised by the government              
using taxpayer money. This results in wilful default by some corporates. 

 
3. Banks are responsible for their poor monitoring and supervision, and awful appraisal            
and lending practices also led to accumulated bad debts. This points to the perceived              
ineffectiveness of RBI‟s supervisory architecture in controlling the situation on time. 

 
The negative repercussions of NPAs on the economy are way too many: 

 
1. NPAs invariably raise lending rates. The interest rate charged by SCBs consists of             
policy rate (repo rate), a default risk premium, a term premium, an inflation risk premium,               
and the bank’s compensation for costs. For example, if a commercial bank’s lending rate is               
15% of this 6% is due to policy rate and the rest 9% is due to other four factors. It is                     
important to remember that the rest of the four factors or additional 9 percentage point rate of                 
interest is independent of monetary policy. Banks charge the default risk premium because of              
the uncertainty on repayment of loans. Given that banks knew about the quality of loans               
much before they went to the less informed customers (adverse selection), they also increased              
credit risk and, as a result, lending rate increased adverse selection. 

 
2. By RBI‟s own admission in a recent paper (Asset Quality and Monetary            
Transmission in India), huge NPAs weaken the monetary policy transmission mechanism.           
For instance, between January and October 2015, RBI, in its various policy reviews, reduced              
the repo rate by 125 bps. But banks did not pass the benefits to the customers, who got                  
benefit only by 50 bps, i.e., the amount of reduction in lending rate by most SCBs, while the                  
deposit rate was reduced sharply, by 130bps. As a result, net interest margin rose, which is                
one of the highest in the world. Thus, banks are using the policy rate to their advantage from                  
both ends: deposit and lending rates. A 2015 IMF working paper by Sonali Das showed that                
pass-through of policy rate changes to bank interest rates in India is slow and adjustment is                
asymmetric. That is, when policy rate rises, the deposit rate does not adjust to it, while the                 
deposit rate adjusts faster to monetary policy easing. Further, bank lending rate moves more              
closely and faster with response to monetary policy tightening than to loosening. 

 
One reason could be that high levels of NPAs held by banks limits their ability to pass                 

on the full benefits of monetary easing. In a way, banks are trying to recover their loss from                  
the repo rate cuts. 

 
3. NPAs lower private investment. Investment drops as interest rate goes up.           
Importantly, corporate investment is not greatly affected by meagre interest rate changes. We             
think the slowdown in credit growth is largely due to stress in PSBs. This makes               
overburdened PSBs cautious and risk-averse to more lending. Banks expect a correction in             
credit lending after a lending spree. They have become cautious and selective in sanctioning              
new loans. Given that economic growth has slowed down, they fear businessmen might not              
be able to make good profit and, thus, may not be able to repay debt, which, in turn, leads to                    
low investment. Further, more NPAs mean more capital they have to keep separately to meet               
the Basel III capital norms. 
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4. Huge NPAs lead to banking crises, too. At Rs.4 lakh crore, bad loans exceed the               
market value of PSBs by 1.5 times. This will scare equity investors as they fear it may                 
explode any time and the economy will nosedive. As banks report higher NPAs, bank stocks               
will be hit and retail investors will be affected. Therefore, the government is recapitalising              
with a fear that a failed banking system may exacerbate financial crisis and economic              
meltdown. However, a timely intervention by RBI and the government has averted the crisis. 

 
5. Rising NPAs may lead the rating agencies to downgrade ratings of PSBs and private              
banks; it will affect their ability to raise capital. Finally, an NPA is a double whammy for                 
(retail) investors. On one hand, they lose money as share prices of banks fall, and on the                 
other, as taxpayers, they’ve to pay taxes to recapitalise banks. 

 
VII (a) Financial Analysis : 

 

 
Source: Department of Financial Services (DFS). 

VII (b)  MUDRA NPA : 
 

Those monitoring banking sectors of India have raised concerns about Mudra loans            
becoming a big liability for the banks in near future. Officially, the Mudra loans seem to have                 
done well in keeping NPA (Non- Performing Assets) lower compared to other bank loans. 

 
According to finance ministry data Mudra Yojana had a gross NPA ratio of only four               

percent as of December 2017 – much lower than average 10 percent for other loans in the                 
case of Public Sector Lenders. 

 
                The RBI has asked banks to monitor loans under the Mudra scheme over concerns of 
growing levels of non-performing assets (NPAs) in that category.  The warning comes a few 
months after RBI governor Shaktikanta Das, in a meeting with banks, pulled them up for loose 
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monitoring of these loans in the light of rising defaults.  “Banks need to focus on repayment 
capacity at the appraisal stage and monitor the loans through the life cycle much more closely,” 
said RBI deputy governor M K Jain. “The Mudra is a case in point… while such a massive push 
would have lifted many beneficiaries out of poverty; there have been some concerns over the 
growing level of NPAs.” He was speaking at Sidbi microfinance on 27-11-2019.  
     Last year, former RBI governor Raghuram Rajan had red-flagged loans under the scheme. He 
had stated that advances under Mudra and Kisan Credit Cards needed to be examined “more 
closely” for potential credit risk. Rajan had also highlighted the Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for 
Micro and Small  
Enterprises (CGTMSE) run by Sidbi as a growing contingent liability that “needs to be examined 
with urgency.”   One of the criticisms of the Mudra scheme small loans of up to Rs 50,000 could 
not contribute much toward income – generation and would end up being used for consumption  
 
 
Financial Inclusion for all; 
  
Beneficiaries are as follows: 
 
        General Category – 64%, SC – 11%, ST – 3%, OBC – 22%, 36% beneficiaries are from 
SC/ST/OBC categories 
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS: 
 

NPA crises call for more bank autonomy. PSB boards should be full of professionals with full                
autonomy. Better corporate governance and decentralisation will help improve loan          
evaluation, monitoring, repayment. Politically-connected lending must be a no-no. In this           
regard, the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016, is a step in the right direction. We hope                
RBI and the government’s efforts of cleaning up of banks‟ balance sheets succeeds and credit               
growth to the business sector revives. Loans were sanctioned without conducting meaningful            
pre inspection or physical verification of business units or residences. Further, without            
ascertaining end use of the loan amount or creation of assets from the loan amount, finally                
74% of the beneficiaries under Mudra are women. 

References: 
1. Financial Express (News Paper)May 29, 2018, Page No.2 
2. www.yougov 
3. www.pmmudrayojana  (websites) 
4. Departmental financial services 
5. Financial Stability Report of RBI 
6. Times Business on Wednesday November 27, 2019.  
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Abstract: 
Tropical cyclones are the most destructive meteorological phenomena that occurs in nature. We             
need a rapid estimation of cyclone to prevent the losses. In this paper we define a new digital                  
image processing approach to compute Radius of wind maximum (Rmax) during the cyclone             
using thermal infrared (TIR) data from satellites. R max is the critical parameter during cyclone to               
run the storm surge forecast modeling. R max, is the distance between the center of the cyclone eye 
to nearest cold contour which should be in circular. The algorithm consists of Thresholding,              
Image segmentation, feature extraction, isothermal contour generation and minimum radial          
separation circles techniques. The method tested and validated with cyclones during year 2007 -              
2015 in the North Indian Ocean. Resulted R max values are immensely correlate the model derived 
values. In conclude it’s a one-step advance in cyclone forecast. 
 
 
Keywords: 
Cyclone, Radius of wind maximum, Isothermal contours, Thermal infrared (TIR), storm 
surge, Cyclone eye. 
 
Tropical cyclones are the most destructive natural phenomena. The impact of cyclones extends             
over a wide area, with strong winds and heavy rainfall. The most damage to life and property is                  
not only due to winds, but from secondary events such as storm surges, flooding, landslides and                
tornadoes. The estimation of tropical cyclone intensity is important for disaster prevention and             
mitigation. In general, minimum sea level pressure (MSLP) or radius of maximum wind is used               
as a scale of Tropical Cyclone intensity One technique, known as the Dvorak technique, uses               
igital infrared images from geostationary satellites. There is great motivation to use satellite data              
to remotely estimate tropical cyclone intensity. Due to advances in space technology, some             
ecently deployed sensors produce uniquely different observational products [thermal infrared          
(TIR)] that are not all well suited to be integrated into the Dvorak technique but may otherwise                 
provide useful information in determining tropical cyclone intensity. Most of the countries            
around the North Indian Ocean are threatened by storm surges associated with severe tropical              
cyclones. The destruction due to the storm surge flooding is a serious concern along the coastal                
regions of India, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Oman. Storm surges cause             
heavy loss of lives and property damage to the coastal structures and losses of agriculture which                



lead to annual economic losses in these countries. However, in order to determine the intensity of                
cyclone and coastal flooding away from the eyewall, the estimation of radius of maximum wind               
(Rmax) is needed. This can be accomplished using satellite image processing. 
 
 
 
Objectives of Study 
 
First step is to determine center of cyclone (eye) in automated mode from satellite generated 
cloud top temperature images using image processing techniques. Σ Next, using the center of 
cyclone we then estimate the radius of maximum wind (Rmax) i.e., calculate the distance between 
the coldest cloud – top temperature surrounding eye and the warmest temperature in the eye. 
 
 
Scope of Present work 
 
The present work is aimed at estimating the intensity of cyclone in automated mode from cloud                
top temperature using Image processing techniques such as Image thresholding, Image           
segmentation, Morphological operation, feature extraction, Image Subsetting and Measurement         
of circularity. 
 
 
Literature Review 
[1] DR. S. S. HSU, “Using Infrared Satellite Image Processing to Rapidly Estimate Coastal 
Flooding Induced By Tropical Cyclones”. 
 
This paper is presented specifically for the application of image processing using satellites. From the               
viewpoints of disaster management, rapid estimations of storm surges and massive coastal flooding             
were needed for evacuation purposes. A modified analytical storm surge formula to predict             
maximum surge was tested successfully for both hurricanes. However, this method needs to be              
extended to include areas away from the radius of maximum wind. It is demonstrated that this can be                  
accomplished by using infrared satellite image processing.  
 
 
[2] V. F. Dvorak, “Tropical cyclone intensity analysis and forecasting from satellite imagery,” 
Mon. Weather Rev. , vol. 103, no. 5, pp. 420–430, May 1975. 
 
This paper describes results from a near-real-time objective technique for estimating the intensity             
of tropical cyclones from satellite infrared imagery in the North Atlantic Ocean basin. The              
technique quantifies the level of organization or axisymmetry of the infrared cloud signature of a               
tropical cyclone as an indirect measurement of its maximum wind speed.  
 
[3] Jia Liu, Chuancai Liu, Boyang Wang and Danyu Qin, “A Novel algorithm for detecting 
center of tropical cyclone in satellite infrared images,” International Geoscience and Remote 
Sensing Symposium, IEEE Conference, 2015. 
 



This paper discusses about the algorithm for automatic detection of center of a tropical 
cyclones (TC) using the infrared (IR) images from geostationary satellites. Edge detection 
and density matrix are utilized to determine the center of TC. 
 
[4] Neeru Jaiswal and Chandra M. Kishtawal, “Automatic determination of center of tropical 
cyclone in satellite generated ir images,” Geoscience and Remote Sensing Letters, IEEE, vol. 
8, no. 3, pp. 460-463, 2011. 
 
This paper discusses about the automatic determination of the center of tropical cyclones by              
extracting the spiral features within it using Infrared images from geostationary satellites. The             
limitation of this method is its ineffective estimation of cyclone centers in absence of spiral               
pattern in images. 
 
[5] Huang Yimei and Zhou Yuquan, “Cloud physical parameters retrieved from satellite and 
their Applications in weather Modification,” Proceedings of the 2nd International 
Conference on Future Control and Automation (ICFCA 2012), Springer, vol.1, pp.175- 
181,2012. 
 
This paper discusses about cloud parameters such as temperature, pressure and other physical 
parameters during cyclone from satellite images and relations between them.  
 
[6] R. Gonzalez and R. Woods, Digital Image Processing , 2nd ed.Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 
Prentice-Hall, 2002, p. 134. 
 
This book presents Digital Image processing theory and techniques with basic examples to have 
a good knowledge for Image processing applications. 
 
[7] S. Chaurasia, C. M. Kishtawal, and P. K. Pal, “An objective method of cyclone center 
determination from geo-stationary satellite observations,” Int. J. Remote Sens., vol. 31, no. 9, 
pp. 2429–2440, 2010.  
 
This paper discusses about method for tropical cyclone center determination using geostationary 
satellite data is presented. The technique utilizes the elliptic symmetry of the CDO region near 
the cyclone center, and a minimization procedure for center determination  
 
[8] Neeru Jaiswal and CM Kishtawal, “Objective detection of center of tropical cyclone in 
remotely sensed infrared images,” Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observations and Remote 
Sensing, IEEE Journal of, vol. 6, no. 2, pp. 1031–1035, 2013. 
 
This paper presents an objective technique to fix center of cyclone in Infrared images from               
satellites by computing variance of brightness temperature and then gradient of variance values             
are computed. The center is identified by finding the maximum value of a density matrix. But in                 
this method a center must be given initially to compute the centers for next images of cyclone. 
 
[9] Li Xiuming, Zhang Jingcai and Lui Hongqi, “Determination of minimum zone circle 
based on the minimum circumscribed circle”, “ Measurement Science and Technology ”. 



This paper discusses about an algorithm for measuring the circularity using Minimum 
Zone circles. 
 
[10] S. A. Hsu and Adele Babin, “Estimating radius of maximum winds vis satellite during 
hurricane lili (2002) over the Gulf of Mexico”, 2005. 
 
This paper discusses about a new technique to estimate the radius of maximum of 
cyclone using satellite data. The method does have limitations due to the lack of available 
case studies and the acknowledgement of possible error in asymmetric tropical cyclones. 
 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
The proposed algorithm is being tested for the four cyclone namely sidr, phailin, Nilofar and 
Chapala. The Estimated Rmax of the five cyclones is tabulated below 
 

 
FUTURE SCOPE 
Potential Applications 

• Strom surge Forecast 
• Detection of Eye for Cyclone Tracking 

Future Scope 
• The present algorithm can be extended to track path of cyclone and simulate entire 

dynamics of it.  
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Departmental
activities



Economics
Department



The Economics department on 12-03-2020 conducted a one-day RUSA sponsored National 
Seminar on “Budgeting system in federal government: 2020-2021” 
 

 
 
The event was graced by Chief Guest, Navin Mittal, IAS, Commissioner, Collegiate and 
Technical Education. 
 

 



Commerce
Department



Extension Lecture by Mr.Devender District Coordinator, TASK on 18th September 2019.

On 20th September 2019, Felicitation of G.Anil of B.Com Final Year took place as he got Admission in MS Finance at Paris School
of Finance, Paris.

On 23rd October 2019 twenty Students of our college attended Entrepreneurship Training by Indus Entrepreneurs at City
Government Degree College.



On 2nd November 2019 Essay Writing & Elocution Competitions were conducted and on 4th November Prize Distribution by the Staff
of New India Assurance Co. took place.

On 19th November 2019 Extension Lecture by Sri V.Nagender on 'Company Final Accounts & Profit Prior to Incorporation' took
place and Sri V.Nagender was felicitated by Staff.



On 7th Jan 2020 Sri Chiranjeevi & Sri Krishna Chand delivered talk on 'Road Safety & Social Responsibility' to B.Com Students.

On 21st January 2020 TASK & Mahindra Pride Conducted Campus Recruitment Training to the Students of B.Com Final Year.

On 12th February 2020 Study Material is Distributed to the Students of II Year and III Year B.Com.



On 4th March 2020 invited talk is arranged on UPSC Civil Services Examination by
Mr.Md.Yahya Ansariji from La Excellency.

On 7th March 2020 an invited talk by Prof. B.Anand is arranged for B.A. & B.Com Students.

On 6th October 2020 an invited talk by Sri Syed Siddique from Anudip Foundation
is arranged for B.Com Students.



Physics
Department



BJR Government Degree College was approved as the Nodal Center (one of the five Nodal
Center Colleges of Telangana State) for implementing Virtual Labs by Amrita Vishwa
Vidyapeetham, Kerala and Physics Department Faculty Smt. S.Radhika and Dr.S.E.Naina
Vinodini are the Nodal Coordinators for conducting Virtual Lab Experiments. Our college is
among the five colleges in Telangana State to implement this facility to the students. The
Nodal Centre Program is an exciting new venture which provides a platform for the Teachers
and Students to contribute towards future development of Virtual labs and Experiments. The
main intention of the program is to provide opportunity for the students to learn experiments
thoroughly.

TSAT PRESENTATION:

O.Gopala Krishna of  B.Sc. II yr  MPCs participated in the ‘Student as Teacher programme’
and gave a live telecast presentation on the Physics topic entitled ‘Entropy’ on 17-09-19
under the able guidance of Smt.S.Radhika.

WORKSHOP:

Institutional level Workshop was organized by Department of Physics on
“Virtual –Lab Experiments” on 04-01-2020.  Dr.R.Komala from the Department Of Physics,
St. Pious Degree & PG College for Women, Nacharam, Hyderabad was Resource person.
Hands-on training sessions were conducted for the students.



FIELD TRIPS:

(Left pic) Students of B.Sc. Physical Sciences visited Department of Physics, University
College of Science, OU on 03-02-2020. Students learnt how DC Magnetron Sputtering
Equipment is used for coating thin films by Physics HOD, Prof. G. Prasad.

(Right pic) Field trip to “Bhagyanagar Electricals”, Kukatpally on 03-03-2020. The concept of
Electromagnetic induction and mutual induction applicable to the transformer was visualized.
Step-up and step-down transformers were shown.

JIGNASA 2019-20:

Smt.S.Radhika & Sri D.Devaiah supervised a team of five students for the State level
Jignasa Physics Student study Project presentation on the topic entitled “ Nano-materials-
Investigations on Preparation and Properties of various Transparent Conductive Oxide (ZnO)
Thin films” Organised by CCE, TS at Government City College on 05-02-2020.



Students participated in the Inter-collegiate Science Quiz on 04-03-2020 at GDC,
Khairatabad on the occasion of National Science Day and secured first prize.

Students participated in the “ March for Science” meeting and  rally organised by
Breakthrough Science Society on August 9th 2019



Chemistry
Department



 
The Chemistry department has made a field trip to visit the Coca Cola company along with our students.  

 

 
The students also visited ICRISAT (International Crop Research Institute for Semi-Arid Tropics) 



Botany
Department



 

 

 
 
The Botany department has organized a One day workshop-cum-training on ‘Mushroom Cultivation - A 
scope for skill and entrepreneurship development’ on 2nd April 2019.  



 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 



 

 
 
The Botany dept ,Eco Club in collaboration with Rotary Club Greater Hyderabad has conducted a training programme on "Eco 
friendly Ganesha- training, awareness and an self-employability programme" to bring environmental consciousness and 
entrepreneurship among the students. 



Zoology
Department



The Zoology department along with the Botany department conducted an awareness
programme ‘Prevention of Covid-19’ on 5th March 2020, before the nation went into lockdown.
The programme was aimed to build strong awareness among students about Covid-19,
precautions to be taken, importance of face mask and other crucial information.





Mathematics
Department



The Maths department of BJR GDC conducted National Mathematics Day on account of 
Srinivasa Ramanujan Birthday. Close to 90 students attended the special lecture by Dr. E. 
Chandriah, who spoke about the human calendar, addition of some consecutive numbers, 
mathematical models etc. 
 

 

 



Library



 “ACHIEVEMENT OF GOAL THROUGH LEARNING WITH LIBRARY RESOURCES” 
- Motto of BJR GDC library 

 
 
 

The central Library is situated on the third floor of the college. It occupies about 1200sft and can 
accommodate about 50 students at a time with proper ventilation, lighting and fans. The library 
is well stacked for Students & Staff with more than 20000 books, catering to the curriculum as 
well as to general  knowledge.  There is a good collection of Magazines, Newspapers and 
Journals that are being subscribed by the college library to enhance and update the knowledge 
of the students. It has an internet facility available for the students to connect them to the 
outside world. The Library Subscribes to E-Sodh Sindhu N-LIST consortium for higher 
education institutions established by the MHRD, Government of India and maintained by 
INFLIBNET Center, Ahmedabad, Gujarat.  The Library is automated with KOHA Open Source 
Software 
 
 
Academic activities: 
 
User Orientation Programs : 
 Every year an Orientation Program is arranged for the fresher’s in the month of July/August so 
as to introduce them to the library collection, activities and services. 
 
User Awareness Programs: 
 To increase the usage and bring awareness among the users about resources 
National Library Week :  
We celebrate National Library Week every year November 14TH to 20th to inculcate book 
reading habits. 
 
Book Exhibitions: 
 Library organizes Exhibition-cum-Sale of Books every year for the students, staff with the 
purpose to develop a culture of reading among the students and to avail for them an exposure 
to various kinds of books.  
 
Field Trip:  
Library organizes Field Trips to other Libraries to create awareness about the libraries and to 
establish the habit of reading among the students. 
 
Best Library User Award: 
 To encourage students and staff to make efficient use of the library collection and its services. 
‘Best Library User Award has been constituted from the academic year 2018-2019. 
 
 
Digital Library: The Library is fully automated by using KOHA Open source software 



N-List: 
N-List subscription to “National Library and Information Services infrastructure for Scholarly 
Content (N-LIST)”.  It is an Initiative of Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) 
Under the NME-ICT now funded by UGC, as a college component under UGCINFONET Digital 
Library Consortium.  The Consortium subscribes to the following resources for its UGC funded 
12B College/institutions.  All electronic resources subscribed are available from the publishers 
Website Following is the List of E-Resources.  Numbers of titles with link.  The site can be 
accessed at http://iproxy.inflibnet.ac.in/login. 
 
 

 



     
 
 

 
 
 



Sports, Cultural
& other

activities



NSS ACTIVITIES

1.International Day of Yoga:
Two NSS units Organized  International Day of Yoga on 21-6-2019.Resource Person for the
programme was Dr. C. Madhusudhan Rao, Assistant professor in Sanskrit.He explained the
importance of yoga and demonstrated different yoga asanas. Students and staff participated in
the programme.



2.Essay writing on Gandhi’s  Life:
Two NSS units organized an Essay writing Competition on Gandhi’s life on the eve of 150 years
of birth anniversary celebrations of Gandhiji on 8-8-2019.

3.Two Day Youth Convention at SatyaSai Nigamagamam (17/08/2019 to 18/08/19)
NSS Volunteers have attended the Youth Convention on the theme Self service to Selfless
service from 17/08/2019 to 18/08/19.
Respected shri. Colonel V Shankar inspired the youth on the topic. As a part of the program,
NSS volunteers also visited Fever hospital at Tilak nagar and extended their selfless service.

4.NSS Programme officer V.V. Mallika was felicitated on 24-9-2019 on the occasion of Golden
Jubilee Year of NSS at Osmania University in the Best NSS Programme Officers category.

5.NSS Orientation Programme
Two units organized NSS Orientation Programme on 25-9-2019. State NSS Officer Pro. Vishnu
Dev is the Chief Guest of the programme. Dr. M. Ramulu, Programme coordinator of Osmania
University is the Guest of Honour.
Vice Principal Dr. P.V Geetha Laxmi Patnaik addressed the students and motivated the students
to join NSS. Professor Vishnu Dev enlightened the students on the role of NSS in building the
nation.
Dr. Ramulu gave thought provoking speech on the importance of social service. On the same
day a tree plantation programme was organized in the campus.

6.Nutrition Awareness Programme
Two NSS units organized a Nutrition Awareness programme on 25-9-2019. The resource
person for the programme was Miss. Afia Begum, Faculty on Nutrition.She explained to
students on the topic  “Importance of Balance diet and nutritious food”.

7.Volunteer service (20/10/2019)
Our NSS students went to Afzalgunj Police station to trace out 72 years aged missing
person(shri Victor garu) our students closely monitored CCtv in the police control room and
traced the missing person. Our students received appreciation from Smt. Vani Prasad IAS,
Secretary, TSPSC.

8.National Unity Day
Two NSS units organized a national unity day on  the occasion of Sardar Vallabhai Patel’s birth
anniversary on 31-10-2019.  Vice Principal Dr. P.V Geetha Laxmi Patnaik and Dr. Sukanya
addressed the students on the  role of youth in national integration

9.Elocution and Essay writing on Integrity in Life.
Two NSS units in collaboration with the Department of Commerce organized essay writing and
elocution on Integrity in life, on 2-11-2019.



10. Haritha haram: Two NSS units organised Haritha haram program on campus on 09/01/2020.

11. Campus Cleaning: Two Nss units organised a Campus cleaning program on campus on
06/03/2020.

SPORTS ACTIVITIES

BJR team participated in Osmania University Inter collegiate Chess tournament for men

A.Mahesh of B.A. 1st year won the first position in the 73 kg weight category at Osmania University



intercollegiate WeightLifting Championship 2019-20 held at L.B Stadium on17th September 2019.

Our students at Osmania University intercollegiate Volleyball tournament for men

8th National Blind JUDO Championship - held at L.B.Stadium, Hyderabad. It is organized by Indian Blind

and Para Judo Association,hosted by Telangana Blind and Para Judo Association (Nov 1 to Nov 4, 2019)

K.Srikanth of B.Com 2nd year student of BJR ,GDC,Narayanguda won third place in 3000 metres



steeplechase at Osmania University  inter collegiate athletic championship held at GMC BalaYogi

stadium,Gachibowli on 9th and 10th  October 2019

Overall team Championship in Inter College Yoga Championship for Men, Osmania University for the year

2019-20. 1st Place: BJR, Govt. Degree College, Narayanaguda. Score: 258 Points



P.Hari Krishna Naik of B.Com 1st year student Participated in the 7th International YOGA championship

2020 held at Bali, Indonasia from 11th to 14th January 2020 and won THIRD place in the Championship.

Yuvatarangam 2019 Cluster level Volley Ball and Kabaddi matches

BJR Government Degree College Narayanguda, Hyderabad organized the State Level Yuvatarangam-2019

chess(PwD) Tournament on 05-02-2020 in the college campus



BJR Government Degree College, Narayanaguda, Hyderabad organized the State Level

Yuvatarangam-2019 chess Tournament on 07-02-2020 in the college campus.

CULTURAL AND OTHER ACTIVITIES

YUVATARANGAM:

Yuvatarangam cluster level literary competition was held on 30th Jan 2020 at BJR GDC
Narayanaguda. The various competitions include Essay writing, poetry writing, story writing,
quiz, elocution, etc.





BATHUKAMMA FLORAL FESTIVAL:

The cultural department has organized an event on account of Telangana’s floral festival,
Bathukamma on 27-09-2019. The staff and the girl students decorated the BJR premises with
beautiful, exotic flowers. The celebration manifested the eminence of nature, united spirit of the
BJR, and the audacious fervour of the staff and students.







RANGOLI COMPETITIONS:
The rich colourful traditions of the harvest festival, Sankranti, were brought to life at BJR GDC
as the festival was organised at the campus







TSKC



Activities conducted by TSKC 2019-2020

Mahindra Pride (20-01-2020 to 27-01-2020):



'Teen to Tycoon' (The Entrepreneurship Boot Camp)
Our Students and our TSKC Mentor Ms.Anusha have attended the Program at Vivekananda
Government Degree College, Vidyanagar.  Mr. Yeshwanth Nag, Founder of Thick Shake
Factory, Ms.Bala Mukkamala madam, CEO of Involve Institute of Technical Training and
Dr.Radhika, Founder Wise Owl Consulting Services have guided our students in Starting a
Business, Business Plan, Concept Development of Starting a Start-up etc.

Our students attended the Global Business Foundation Skills (GBFS) on 01-01-2020:



Our students also visited the Infosys campus as a part of field trip on 07-01-2020

A 3-day event on 21st century transferables:




